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The Lewcos
C.T. Coil
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'THE difficulty of getting distant stations now that
I the new Brookmans Park Station is operating, is
easily surmounted by fitting " Lewcos " Coils in your set.

" Lewcos " Coils are Super Selective and by reason of
the superb materials and workmanship used in their
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manufacture they are indisputably superior in quality and
performance.
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The letter printed on the right confirms the opinion of
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the ever-increasing army of " Lewcos " enthusiasts.
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three valve set, i.e., 75, 35
and 300, and would like to re.
build with a Dual Range Coil
if made by your firm. I find
that your Litz wound coils are
by far the best. Considering
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Centre Tapped Coils on my
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end 2 L.F. and that I am re.,
ceiving forty stations at Putney,

on an indoor aerial, I feel eel,
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fain that the sensitivity and
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selectivity are entirely due to
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the Lewcos coils.
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" I should be glad to have

am

any of your literature that you
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can spare and a reply to my
query at your convenience.
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Coloured Connecting Wire
6d. PER 10 ft. COIL
NONE GENUINE UNLESS MADE BY LEWCDS

THE LONDON ELECTRIC
WIRE COMPANY LIMITED
Church Road, Leyton
E.10
London ::
Regd.

The Name That Stands
For Superiority!

Stocks held at the following branches :
BELFAST, BIRMINGHAM, CARDIFF,
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NEWCASTLE, NOTTINGHAM
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Broadcasting from the R100-For Television "Fans"-Some Hum !A Small World !-Our 1930 Pirates !
Broadcasting from the R100-The with the Institut, at 87 Chaussee de TerC.N.R. has a very enterprising radio fide vueren, Auderghem, Brussels.
to its organisation, and ambitious arrangeSome Hum !-A letter received by the
ments have been made for the reception of Information .Bureau this week is interesting
the Rioo when it arrives at Montreal at because it deals with a topical problem
the conclusion of the Transatlantic flight. now that many districts are changing over
The noise of the airship's arrival and an from D.C. to A.C. "My home-made
account of the voyage will be S.B. through eliminator with one choke and two ' two twenty-two linked stations in Canada, over a mike ' smoothing condensers works well
distance of 3,000 miles. As the N.B.C. and on D.C. mains and I hoped that it would
Columbia chains in America may also link work well on A.C. mains when I simply
up, the whole of Atherica and Canada may fitted a transformer and rectifier," says
be humming with the noise of the RIOT'S A. G. B. To cut a long story short, it
engines.
didn't work well, but hummed furiously.
"I tried other and larger chokes," he
For Television " Fans "-"Monsieur
le Directeur," starts a letter we have says, but while this cured the hum, it
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received from the Institut International cut down the signals. The cure ? We
de Television at Brussels and which goes advised that the choke should be left as
it was and the phone service. The news agencies weren't
value of the far behind, and the result was flashed to
condensers in- places so far.distant as Russia and China in
creased to 4. a matter of only a few seconds. On occasions
microfarads like the Derby, one realises what a small
each. This is a place the world has become owing to the
cure in most ether chain ! The picture on this page
cases, and. gives an idea of the crowds which gathered
of ten cheap, at the door of every radio shop where a

commercial

loud -speaker was in operation.
A.C. eliminatOur 1930 Pirates !-Apparently there
ors can be im- arc other pirates in this year of grace apart
proved by fit- from wireless pirates and horrible fellows of
ting bigger like ilk. According to the Marine department of Marconi's there is still a danger of
condensers.
A Small pirates on the high seas. It is said that ships
World !-It is sailing in Chinese waters are still subject
really very to many dangerous experiences, so apparwonderful ently the thrilling Chinese pirate stories of
when you come our youth were founded on fact ! Armed
to think of it military guards are carried on ships likely

Just a glimpse of the crowds which gathered outside a
radio shop in Fleet Street, in the heart of the newspaper world, to get
the results before the newspapers!
A Derby echo.

that this year to be raided, but Marconi's have thought
the whole of a still brighter idea to safeguard sea
world could traffic. An automatic transmitter is prolisten in to Mr. vided in conjunction with a special fire-

R. C. Lyle's proof safe. If the ship is attacked, the wirerunning c o m- less operator closes a switch which sets the

on to say (translated) that this society mentary on the Derby. 5SW was opened automatic transmitter in operation, and
has been formed to further the progress of

specially to transmit for reception overseas,
and both of the big broadcasting chains in
body may join, and television " fans" in America and one in Canada, linked up for a
this country are invited to get in touch relay by means of the Transatlantic_teletelevision. It is an amateur society, any-

the safe is locked; then the operator is free
to go on board and handle a sabre or six -

barrel shooter with the rest of the crew
The set goes on transmitting S.O.S.

NEXT WEEK : A SPECIAL PORTABLE AND RADIO -GRAMOPHONE NUMBER. ORDER YOUR COPY NOW !
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disks Alan S. Hunter,

MES
be altered

after an interview with B.B.C. officials at Savoy Hill
possibly in the evening also. The afternoon not in the evening. The next fact is that
offers a chance of relaxation which is not the B.B.C. will not allow the time of its
adequately provided by the B.B.C. pro- broadcast service to clash with the evening
gramine Those who go to evening service services in church. The third fact is that
make-up of the Sunday programme is to go come home to find a full broadcast service it will not permit a light musical proon indefinitely. At the moment, the B.B.C. about to begin. The churchgoer who is, gramme to clash with its own religious
sees no reason why it should change admittedly, in the minority these days, is service.
For these reasons, nothing entertaining
its plans, which it considers adequately poorly served by the B.B.C. if he wants to
can be broadcast from 6.3o when the church
meet the needs of those who listen on leaven his religious observances.
I know of people to whom the B.B.C.'s services begin, until nearly 9 o'clock, when
Sundays.
Sunday religious programmes mean more the B.B.C. services end. We cannot begin
Sabbath Incongruity
than all the rest of the week's items. I to liven up the Sunday programmes on this
To the average Englishman there is more should be very sorry indeed to see the basis. At the same time, there is no likelithan a little incongruity in some of the blessing of broadcast religion withdrawn hood of the B.B.C. allowing itself to
foreign stations' Sunday programmes,where from them. Even their obvious minority is come into conflict with the Church. I
not sufficient excuse for debarring them cannot see any hope of the B.B.C. putting
from a medium of religious solace that only back the time of its religious service to
broadcasting can give.
6.3o p.m.
Let us see what use is at present made of
But there seems to be no real reason
the London regional centre on Sundays. I why a musical programme should not be
take Sunday, May 9, as a fair example.
broadcast at this hour. NM- why, when the
Broadcasting begins at 3 in the after- B.B.C. is broadcasting religion on, say, the
noon, but only from the National station. National, a musical programme should not

MORE ink has probably been spilled
over the Sunday programmes than
over any other B.B.C. activity. Every
listener seems to be asking if the present

One of the interminable series of Bach be given from the Regional.
cantatas is broadcast until 3.55. Those
who do not like Bach must wait until 3.3o, Those Cantatas!
when the London Regional station starts
I had an instance the other day showing
with a Military Band concert, which con- what a brick wall we are up against over
tinues until 5 p.m.
The new B.B.C.
these programmes.
In contrast to the religious talk that Musical Director was interviewing a group
follows from the Regional at the end of the of journalists, to one of whom he explained
Military Band concert, the National station how the Bach cantatas came to be broad-

is in the middle of a light musical pro- cast early in the afternoon-at 3 instead of
gramme, which continues until 5.3o. At 5 o'clock.
this time, the Regional closes down, but
He said that many complaints were
the National continues for half -an -hour received to the effect that the cantatas were
The B.B.C.'s new Chairman-Mr. J. H.
Whitley, who has 'had long experience
of political affairs. From 1921 to 1928 he

was Speaker of the House of Commons,
and he has been Chairman of the Royal
Commission on Labour in India. He is
taking

over

the ' B.B.C. Chairmanship
immediately

dance music quickly follows a church service and grave and gay items are generally
intermixed. Since the war, we English

with a pianoforte recital, followed by a being missed by those who most apprereading from Milton.
ciated them, because these listeners were
From 6.2o till 7.55, there is a complete just leaving for evening church when the
broadcasts began. So Bach was very conveniently started in the middle of the
an appeal, brings us to the news at 8.5o. entertainment period. For this singular
The Regional comes into operation for the example of giving in to a minority, comappeal and the news.
posed of highly -educated musicians, at the
blank. Then, one of the twins, the National,
starts with a religious service, which, with

" Nat " and " Reg "

obvious expense of the majority, I can
find no parallel.

There are hundreds of Bach cantatas.
At 9.5 an Elgar concert starts from the
have undoubtedly relaxed our Sabbath National. It' is also, radiated from the Some of them, undoubtedly, merit a
rigidity a little, so I am not surprised to Regional. The Epilogue at 10.30 completes Sunday afternoon's broadcasting. But
no composer's work can possibly stand
hear good church -going folk expressing a the day's 'broadcasting.
sneaking interest in some of the diverting
A careful study of these broadcasting the strain of being played through for a
Sunday programmes from Radio Paris, times brings to light several important year of Sundays. And not many listeners
facts. The outstanding fact, to my mind, is will stand the strain, either. The cessation
Toulouse and Hilversum.
Their attitude is quite 'understandable. that, on Sunda3i, very little use is made Of of the Bach broadcasts ' would be a
They go 'to church in the morning and alternative programme facilities; certainly brightening influence.
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n ELIM6IATOR

for
A -C
MAINS

Further details
and operating

notes

of the

simple battery
e'iminator which
was described in
last week's issue

rr HE output from the present unit is is a good point and prevents the possibility down at the connection to the mains point.
I quite suitable for most sets up to a of any fault in the eliminator blowing the Usually it will be possible to make a confour-valver, and this is a point that needs
watching, for while this unit is cheaper to
construct than most commercial A.C.
eliminators, there may be found a few of
cheap Continental manufacture which

venient connection to a mains point by
The correct positions of all the com- means of the normal two -pin power plug.
ponents can be gauged from the blueprint, All sockets have not standard centres for
and it is strongly recommended that no the hole, however, and this point should be
deviation should be made from the arrange- watched. In some cases it may be more
mains fuse of the house.

appear to compete with it in price, but ments shown, for there
which really do not do so, the output not is a possibility that
being so great.

back -coupling and mains

Variable resis.
I00-50042000 Ohms

It is very disheartening to make up a hum will be the result
unit suitable for one set only to find, perhaps, a few months later, when something
more ambitious is attempted, that the H.T.
supply is not great enough. In many D.C.
units it is not a difficult matter to increase
the current flow by fitting a different type
of choke and resistance feed, but with an
A.C. eliminator it is a much more difficult
job, for the whole of the rectifier connections have, generally, to be changed.
With the average set this possibility is
not likely to arise, for the .present unit is

of any wrong placing of

the parts in the A.C.
circuit.

It

is

LI Choke

recommended 117Hwoo

Ohms

that rigid insulated wire lipz

To RC.

be used for the con-

nections, most of which
are short and direct. It
will probably be found
more convenient, how-

Mains

/ay

mA

Ft/SE

ever, to take two small lit
flex leads from the prim-

large enough to supply high-tension current ary of the mains transsr-ZMiti Each
suitable for a four-valver with a total former (it does not Earth
emission not exceeding about 5o milliamps. matter
which
way
The theoretical circuit ; the actual wiring diagram was shown
As mentioned last week, a full-size blue-, round) to the two sides
last week and a full-size blueprint can be had, price 1 print has been prepared to aid constructors of the mains fuse.
of this unit, and this print can be obtained,
Wire -wound resistances are used for convenient to use a bayonet -cap type of
price is., from the Blueprint Department, breaking down the voltages, with the excep- plug.
If the wiring has to be altered for the
AMATEUR WIRELESS, 58-61 Fetter Lane, tion, of course, of the variable control,
which is of the compression type, and under addition of the mains unit, then make sure
London, E.C.4.
no circumstances should grid -leak resist- that the joints are adequately insulated.
Simple Construction
ances be used, which would only break Use porcelain connectors in preference to a
Construction is an easy matter, for there down and give trouble under a heavy high- length of electrician's sticky tape.

Finally, do not place the eliminator too
is no panel drilling necessary and all the tension current flow. Suitable valves to
parts are simply screwed to a plain wooden use in the rectifying stage are the Marconi near to the set itself, fOr this is a common
baseboard, to one end of which is attached and Osram U9, Triotron G -N24, and Mullard source of mains hum, which is due, not to
any fault in the eliminator, but to direct
a small terminal strip. This terminal strip DW2.
carries not only the terminals for the H.T.
There are one or two little points to note induction between some part of the set and
supply, but also a variable resistance, by when operating this unit. The earth lead the wiring or power transformer of the
means, of which the voltage may be con- should be disconnected from the set and eliminator.
taken to the earth terminal on the unit.
trolled.
The input to the eliminator is by means This will make a difference to reception so
In view of the success obtained by the
of a. convenient length of flex, which. is far as stability and the freedom from hum First International European Relay carried
clamped at one point at the other end of the are concerned, but will not affect the normal out recently by Stuttgart, Langenbaseboard under an insulated staple. At performance of the set in any way.
berg, ICOnigsberg, Barcelona (EA J r) and
Make sure that the connections to the Toulouse on the occasion of the Craf
any suitable point in this flex run is an
on -off switch of a rather special and very mains point are made in a workmanlike Zeppelin trip to Seville, negotiations are
convenient type. The mains flex comes fashion, for many good eliminators which taking place for a Frando-German-Spanish
straight in to a twin fuse holder, so that appear to give trouble are blamed for faults programme to be broadcast shortly. The
there is a plug-in fuse in both leads. This which occur outside them, and generally definite date has not vet been fixed
,
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Weekly Tips

For the

Constructional

Wireless
Amateur

Theoretical-

to the direction of windings of a neu- mistake on the part of an amateur conIOF TEN wonder how long we shall have tralised high -frequency transformer, I have structor, although, on the other hand,
many of those who write to me have really
Reaction, or No Reaction?

to wait before sets without adjustable shown this week in the accompanying cirreaction are almost universally used. My cuit a typical arrangement.
The primary and neutralising windings
own attempts in the production of sets of
may be considered as a single coil having a
this type are well known.
In 1926 I produced a powerful four - centre tap. This tap is taken to H.T.+,
valve set without adjustable reaction, and whilst the two outer ends go to the anode
this set, the " Everyman Four," certainly of the H.F. valve and to the balancing
condenser respectively.
achieved a measure of popularity.
The windings may be in the same direcWhy did I use reaction in later sets?
I had to, owing partly to the demand for tion as the secondary, and be placed at the
dual -wave tuning and to the introduction end of it which is connected to the filaof screen -grid valves. Early screen -grid ment. A fine wire may be used for the
valves had relatively poor characteristics. primary and neutralising coils. No. 30
Their anode -grid capacity was fairly high, d.s.c. is suitable, but for a really good

reasons for the circuit values
adopted or for the layout employed.
The case I have in mind is of switching
sound

out the last valve of the set in order to

reduce amplification from the more powerful stations. The set was a four -valve one,
having a single high -frequency stage and,
therefore, two low -frequency stages.

To be correct, the last valve should

always be included in the circuit and the
third valve be cut out for strong signals.

When the last valve is cut out and the

loud -speaker transferred to the third valve

possible output is reduced, as the third
with the result that the desired results transformer a finer wire should be used the
valve is of the L.F. and not of the power

could not be obtained without the use of
adjustable reaction.
American receivers, on the whole, are
not fitted with reaction and provide all the
magnification that is needed for the reception of distant stations. True, they usually

type.

In the early days of broadcasting mistakes of this sort used often to be made,
but, as all valves were of One general type,

the results were hardly affected from the
point of view of the quality of reproduction.

have three high -frequency stages and they
are well designed.

R.C. and H.T.

We seem to have tried to manage with

DET.

only the one stage, but during the next
season we shall see sets having two and

Hf'

three high -frequency stages being pushed

by the manufacturers, and soon I hope
that the one H.F. set will .be a thing of
the past.

Up-to-date Speakers

This is the typical neutralised H.F. arrangement mentioned by W. James

L.T.-

It is pleasing to note how speakers are
gradually being improved. No longer with a good secondary. It is not essential
should one say that acceptable quality of to make the primary and neutralising
reproduction can only be obtained from a windings of equal turns, bat it is satisfactory in practice to do so.
moving -coil speaker.
There are several armature types which

with a properly made set. They are
reasonable in price, too, and even amateurs
with a slender purse are able to buy a unit

Will Valves be Cheaper?

show quite clearly that distortion of a
serious nature may easily be produced
unless the high-tension voltage is relatively

III

put up a very good performance when used

Tests of the anode -resistance -fed transformer circuit following a detector valve

high.

With the usual 20,000 -ohms resistance
and a current of 3 milliamperes the voltage

drop across the resistance is 6o. The fact
that distortion is likely to be_ produced
by strong signals when the anode voltage

of the detector is low has often been
stressed in these pages, and this is why the
anode resistance scheme is dangerous.

With such a large voltage drop the

Will the prices of valves be reduced in actual voltage of the anode may be too
the autumn ? It seems to me that prices little for good results. With a maximum
need overhauling. A 2 -volt detector valve high-tension of I SO it is possible 'that the
costing los. 6d. is not, for example, more scheme will be a failure, as only 6o volts

and cone assembly capable of providing
really good results when fitted to a plain easily produced than a 2 -volt power type may be across the valve itself.
board baffle.
Full use ought to be made of the various

priced at 12s. 6d. or 15s.

Although considerable progress has been
One can understand that a screen -grid
connections often provided. The connec- or pentode valve is a little more difficult to made in the construction of the Vatican
tions that suit a pentode will most cer- make than a standard three -electrode wireless station, it is stated in Italy that
tainly not he the best for an ordinary valve, but there seems no good reason for the transmitter will not be in a position to
the higher prices charged for power valves. operate on June 29, the date provisionally
power valve.
fixed some few weeks ago. It is hardly
Bad Mistakes
" Neut." H.F.
likely that the opening ceremony will now
Occasionally one comes across a bad take place before October next.
As there seems to :be a little doubt as
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strong. Stranger still is the case of Zeesen. example, the panel was of ebonite, the
Make a Note
S the lists still show Hilversum as Here we have a station rated at 26 kilo- baseboard of plain wood, and the two H.F.

using during the daytime a wavelength
of 298.8 metres, I have no doubt that many
readers have not bothered to tune to 1,071
metres before 5.4o p.m. At this hour we are
told that Hilversum changes from 298.8.to
1,071 metres. Actually he has been using
his old 1,071 -metre wavelength both during

watts, which is no great distance away from circuits were divided simply by plain verus. Tune him in on Sunday morning when tical screens. In another design complete
5XX is not working. You will hear him all screening boxes were used, but stability

right, but -as a general rule he will not was not at first what it might have been.
suggest anything like that amount of kilo- Nor could an improvement be effected
watts.

Motala
the day and during the evening for some
But
the
weirdest
case of all is that of
time now. It is io.15 a.m. as I write this
note, and my set on the table at the other Motala, the Swedish 3o -kilowatt station,
side of the room is tuned to 1,071 metres. which relays the Stockholm programmes.
Just to make quite sure, I will switch on and Two or three years ago, when this station
see what happens.-There is Hilversum first came on the air, signal strength in
going strong, as he has been every morning my house was every bit as great as that
and every evening that I have tried for him from 5XX, though the latter is only fortyfor some weeks now. You should certainly five miles away. Motala was, in fact, so
add him to your daylight list of Continen- strong that with anything like high tals, for, as a matter of fact, he is at his frequency amplification, detuning became
best during daylight hours, since, for some necessary to avoid overloading the output
reason that I do not know, there is then valve. His power to -day is the same as it
hardly ever any interference.

was then, but signal strength has declined,

Other Long -wavers
A glance at the wavelength lists might
make you think that Kalundborg would
hardly be worth tuning in, since he uses
only 7.5 kilowatts and Denmark is a long
way off. But just you try. Kalundborg is

receive as Warsaw.

grammes. If you do find Lahti at all just

out through the smallest possible holes
made in specially chosen positions. It

seems, then, that in your S.G. design with
two in cascade, either you are lucky and
hit upon a layout where a minimum amount

of screening will suffice or you have to
use the most elaborate measures that you
can think of.

Decoupling Does Tell

If we were a little puzzled ovr the
screening problem, we were all agreed upon

one point, which is that in any kind of
screen -grid circuit,where high amplification
is looked for, decoupling is
absolutely essential. Whatever your source

until now Motala is as equally hard to per stage

Madrid Union Radio,
Vienna, Milan, Langenberg, Berlin Witzleben, Stuttgart, Oslo, Stamboul, Brussels,
Berne, and Frankfurt are all stations which
once came roaring it; but now, though their
output power has not been decreased, are
the most reliable at the moment of all heard with greatly diminished strength.
European stations as a supplier of genuine
An Interesting Point
alternative programmeg. His signal strength
The other day one or two of us, who have
is fine and he seems to run something like a
non-stop programme from breakfast time done a good deal of experimental and
onwards. Let's see if he is there.-No, I practical work with screen -grid valves,
find that he isn't. It is 10.25 a.m, now. He were discussing a point which I have not
is sure to come on pretty soon. Where seen mentioned before and which is really
Kalundborg scores is in the excellence of the rather an interesting one. Here it is. If
Copenhagen programmes, which he always you are using two screen -grids in cascade
relays. Radio Paris comes in every bit as as H.F. amplifiers there is no half -way
strongly, and the actual transmission house so far as the use of screening is conquality is good. Other good long -wavers cerned. Work out a design incorporating
are the Eiffel Tower, if he is not being a very simple screening device between
heterodyned by, Moscow; Konigswuster- the two H.F. tuned circuits, and by the
hausen, if Daventry is not working; and use of carefully chosen components and a
suitable layout you may obtain smooth,
Huizen, the second big Dutch station.
stable, and efficient working. Suppose,
Some Surprises
now, that very slight traces of interaction
There are some very curious points between coils or other components are
about the long -wave band, as you will evident. It is not a bit of good trying to
find if you care to explore it after reading improve matters by slightly increasing the
this. Since Kalundborg, with its 7.5 kilo- amount of screening. In fact, nothing short
watts, comes in so well, you would expect of complete screening with each circuit
to hear something like a noise from Lahti, housed in its own copper or aluminium
rated at 4o kilowatts, or the two Moscow container will effect any improvement.
stations, old. Komintern and Popoff, both And even then your screening boxes must
of which are also shown as having 4o kilo- be made with soldered joints.

watts wherewith to push out their pro-

until more elaborate boxes were used and
precautions taken, such as bringing leads

One or the Other

now, he will, most likely come in as a very
I. have seen and used circuits which gave
small voice indeed. The only Moscow highly efficient and delightful working,
station that I can receive at all regularly is though the minimum amount of screening
the old Kcmintern, and this is never very was used with two S.G. stages. In one, for

of high-tension supply, it must contain a
certain amount of resistance, and if you
don't use decoupling circuits, back coup-

lings between valves are certain to be
brought about through this. A decoupling
circuit consists simply of a series resistance
between H.T. positive and the plate of the

valve, which acts as a stopper to H.F.
currents. These

are,

provided with a free

path to earth by means of a condenser
connected between earth and the end of
the resistance nearest the plate.

Smoothing Reaction
Often when I try out a ready-made set,
or one made up from his own design by
some friend, I am surprised to find how

little some people realize what perfect

smoothness of reaction control there is to
be obtained with modern apparatus. As
you tighten the reaction coupling by means

of the control knob the set should slide
into oscillation at a definite point with
no more than a slight hissing noise. When
the control knob is turned back it should
come out of oscillation exactly at the setting

where it went in to it. Many sets show a
respectable .build-up in signal strength as
the reaction knob is turned clockwise; then

comes a sudden grating noise or " plop,"
and oscillation is in full swing. The grating

noise means that the set is wobbling into
and out of oscillation. The plop indicates
that it plunges into oscillation instead of
gliding smoothly, into that condition. Now,

in the great majority of cases the cause of
the trouble 'is quite straightforward. The
grid return; if the leaky -grid condenser
'method is employed, is taken straight to

matzur
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rel.e._:)

low-tension

positive, which makes the grid
approximately 2, 4, or 6 volts positive,

according to the class of valve in use.

(continued)

speed the image strips scanned are equal
The " Fever Tube "
to the number of slots. Should, however,
I hear most interesting accounts of the the
slotted disc be rotated at a higher
"fever tube" developed by Dr. Walter

Two volts may not be far out, but 4 volts Witney, the research director of the
or 6 volts are certainly far too much for General Electric Company of Schenectady.
effective rectification or for decent reaction. This is a vacuum tube on the lines of the

wireless valve designed to emit 'oscillations
of exceedingly high frequency. It has been
It is quite a long time since we had any- found that these have a curious effect upon

Radio Drama

thing outstanding from the B.B.C. Radio
Play Department. I may have been unlucky in my listening, but I seem to have
heard either re -broadcasts of old plays

the human body. In the process of valve
manufacture, occluded gases are expelled
from the electrodes and their supports by
placing the partly finished valve in a strong
which are good or new plays which are bad. high -frequency field. This induces currents
It would appear that the reigning powers - in the metal which heat it up and cause the
that -be at Savoy Hill have little faith in gas molecules to be driven out. The
radio drama. This coldness on the part oscillations from Dr. Witney's tube appear
of the "high moguls" has evidently also to induce currents in the human body.
damped the enthusiasm of the Dramatic These have the effect of raising its temperaDepartment, for the plays we do hear lack ture considerably. Now, fever is not in
the finish of those of a year or so ago. itself a disease. When Nature wants to
The "technique" of fading and dissolving kill certain kinds of germs she raises the
from scene to scene is frequently carried temperature of the blood to a point at
out in a slipshod manner and the players which they cannot live. A high tempera-

speed independent of the spiral disc, then a
different effect will be obtained. By this
simple means of rotating the disc at differ-

ent relative speeds it is claimed that the
vision apparatus can be adjusted to suit
any transmitting standard.

A Mains Problem

"

I was called in the other day to solve a

little mains problem which may be of

interest. Some time ago I gave a friend of
mine a circuit for a three -valve receiver,
intended to operate entirely from zoo -volt
D.C. mains. The arrangement was a simple
screen -grid, detector and L.F. circuit, and
worked very satisfactorily. It happened
that this particular set had been made by
my friend as a present to someone else,
and he himself was operating his own set
off batteries. Finding how easy mains
operation really was, he asked me how to
sometimes give evidence of insufficient ture, therefore, is a sign that a patient's convert his own set for his mains' which
were 200 volts. I gave him a diagram of an
rehearsing.
blood has been invaded by these germs and
that Nature is doing her best to slay them. eliminator with a potentiometer across the
output, providing various intermediate
American Radio Plays
voltages.

Cecil Lewis found that the American
radio plays were in a very early stage of

Another Use

microphone, with one extra one for the
effects man, and all were accommodated
in the same studio. The British idea of
using several studios for different sets of

the germs of certain diseases. There is
another possible application. Experiments
have shown that its high -frequency radiations, suitably controlled, can be used to

For some reason my friend got back the

comfort, though he is actually sitting in a
room of which the temperature is a long
way below freezing point with all the
windows open to the iciest blasts.

To be on the safe side he measured the
voltage very carefully, and adjusted it to
zoo, but he found on switching on that

This again worked very satisfactorily,

The Witney tube has been employed with and I am sure my readers are beginning to
development. One -act plays were spoken considerable success to produce high wonder where the point of this story
by the players, each into his or her own temperatures in patients in order to combat comes. However, what happened was this.

zoo -volt set-I think to alter one component or something-and thought that

he would try it out on his own mains by

players, orchestras, effects and background produce in a man a feeling of summer -time using the zoo -volt tap on the eliminator.

noises seemed quite revolutionary to our
American cousins. But the serious radio
play requires a good deal of concentration
on the part of listeners, and the American
listener is not prepared to sit quietly and
listen. Radio to him is merely a back-

Universal Television Scanner

ground noise in his household.

A Cologne engineer named Fries puts

Not a Fade Out

forward a scheme which he thinks will allow
the actual television receivers to be adjusted

The departure of Mr. R. E. Jeffrey, the irrespective of the standard of the teleB.B.C.'s old chief producer, to the film vision transmitter. In normal working the
studios about a year ago may have had image to be televised is analysed into
something to do with the gradual subsidence elemental areas by two movements, namely,
of the radio play in the B.B.C. programmes. a primary or vertical scanning and a
But, on the other hand, the best plays were secondary or right to left movement. This

not always produced by Mr. Jeffrey. A is effected by the rotating Nipkow disc
good radio play can have a high entertain-. with its spirally arranged holes.

ment value, providing the listener will

Two Discs Instead of One
deign to concentrate, and it is to be hoped
that the old spirit of enthusiasm will revive
The proposal made by Fries is to use
at Savoy Hill.
two discs instead of one. The first disc
The field of selection of material for will possess a spiral slot while the second
radio plays is very wide. The tendency has will have radial slots. The pitch of the
been to select highbrow and modern spiral line and the length of the slots corres-

nothing happened. On a further investigation he discovered that the voltage on the
set was only 20.

The Cause of the Difficulty
It was at this point that he solicited my
advice. The troible was, of course, that the
potentiometer across the mains unit normally carried a current of zo milliamps, and
the voltage across the respective tappings
would only be correct, or even approximately so, as long as the current taken was
relatively small compared with 20 milli amps. The zoo -volt set was taking zoo
milliamps, since the filaments of the valves
were drawing their current from the mains.

Under these circumstances the potentiometer action is practically destroyed, the
relatively large current flowing through the

portion of the potentiometer between the
200- and zoo -volt taps causing an excessive

futuristic works for the most ambitious pond to the length of the picture, while voltage drop. The only solution, of course,
efforts. Short one -act one -scene radio plays the circumferential distance apart from the was to use a variable series resistance
are as unsatisfactory as the one -reel super slots corresponds to the picture width. By
film dramas of pre-war days; they give superimposing these two discs the resuld.nt
insufficient time for the development of a analysis is equivalent to one disc with a
theme.
spiral of holes and if rotating at the same

to break the voltage down from zoo to zoo,
and to adjust this to give the correct voltage

drop when the set is taking its normal
current.

THERMION.
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°Flyable Outdoors
There are many points

KENNETH ULLYETT

to note when taking a
radio set out of doors

gives several practical
hints for the radio motorist

-and here
it is always possible to work a set while a
car is in, motion, but with the average car it
is quite feasible and pleasant, and I have
always found that magneto ignition gives
explanation. We were trying out the much more radio interference than modem
"Merry -maker, " described in No. 411 to coil ignition, though the type of coil ignition
ensure that all the connections had with- fitted to early American cars causes a deep
stood the jolts and bumps in transit !
spluttering noise like a spark transmitter at
Have you yourself ever tried to work a its worst, and this makes reception
portable set while on the road, and in a car? intolerable.
'If you haven't, then don't be prejudiced by

direction of the frame aerial approxi-

six -volt coil -ignition set, and although the

puzzling over the question of "Now, where
is Brookmans Park from here ? " If one
has neither a map nor a compass it is worth
remembering that the direction of the rising
and the setting sun is an indication of east

IF any passers-by were puzzled by the
jj antics of a small motoring party on the
main Chelmsford -Colchester road at an
early hour one day last week, here is the

The silent point (that is
when the frame is at right angles to the
station, and nothing is heard at all) is
always more critical than the direction of
mately right.

maximum strength, when it will be found
that the frame is roughly lying along the
direction of reception.

A Handy Compass
A knowledge of the locality in which the

what is often said about magneto inter- Carrying Cases
set is worked, and the possession of a small
ference spoiling reception. My car has a
The " Merry -maker " is fitted in a wooden pocket compass is an asset because it saves
case and is as much a house transportable
low-tension current is fairly heavy and it as a portable for the car. I would recommight reasonably be expected therefore mend all portable -set users who value the
that the H.F. radio interference would be appearance of their portables (and have to
considerable, this was by no means the case.

consider the wear and tear of car upholstery)

interference the ear can tolerate. When the
engine is running fairly fast the noise in the
loud -speaker is somewhat the same as that
'of a television transmission, a low-pitched
brrrrrr . . . and although it is hardly
pleasant, it does not completely spoil

to keep the set in a stout canvas case, and and west, and the approximate direction
even to go so far as putting one or two for the frame can thus be gauged.
Of course, matters such as battery values
layers of felt or packing between the case
and the cabinet. A set with sharp corners should be attended to before the set is
can do a lot of damage, and, on the other taken out of doors. Keep the detector
hand, a nicely polished cabinet soon H.T. voltage as low as possible in, order to
becomes scratched without a canvas pro- save current, and in such a portable as the
"Merry -maker" set the grid leak potentiotective cover.
There is no doubt that while a portable meter (by means of the flex and spade tag)
set should be so designed that it is easy to until the best point for detection is found,
work, the operation is bound to be different consistent with a low detector anode

reception.

from-and, at first, a little more difficult voltage.

The " Merry -maker " is not shielded in
any way, and I do not think that shielding
would help very much, because the ignition

detector H.T. voltage the tendency to
and earth.
In the first place it is essential to get the
(Continued at foot of next page)

"Mag" Interference
The ignition interference is heard in the
loud -speaker as a regular crackling, and it is
surprising what an amount of regular

than-that of a home set with an aerial

interference is caused by the high -frequency

component of the A.C. pulsations at the
sparking plug points, and is picked up by
the frame aerial. Somewhat the same high -

frequency interference is experienced in
the " A.W. " Fetter Lane laboratory and
has been found due to adjacent motors, the
H.F. component of the commutator ripple of
which is a constant bother in set -testing.
Later on I had the opportunity of trying
the " Merry -maker " in a " straight -eight "
car also fitted with coil -ignition, and here

"If any passers-by were

puzzled by the antics of a

small motoring party ....
here is the explanation.

We were trying out the

-maker" to ensure
the trouble was too bad. Owing to the "Merry
that all the connections

greater number of sparks for a given engine had withstood the jolts

revolution rate, the noise heard in the and bumps in transit!"
loud -speaker was of a higher pitch and
formed a note of definite audible frequency,
though interrupted, of course.
The trouble in this case was so severe that
listening while the engine was running was
anything but a joy; so it cannot be said that

You may find that if you use a high
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A helpful account of a
personal experience with

OVERHAULING A SET

some common faufts

A SET which was badly set up in the two -valve results are then obtained the voltage of 6 would be dropped across the
first place, and which has been in use H.F. stage is obviously faulty. The grid boo -ohm resistance. The voltmeter soon
for some time is almost certain to be dis- circuit condenser will have to be set much showed that nothing was reaching the
torting badly, and as I have just had an nearer to its minimum capacity, owing to anode of the valve. It was connected
opportunity of going over such a set my the effect of the aerial, but you will have between L.T.'- on the valve and the anode
tests may be of interest. The set when no difficulty in deciding whether the connection.
Here, then, was the faulty circuit-no
switched on was a little noisy, but, although detector and low -frequency stages are
high tension reaching the anode Of the
the local station could be heard, there was O.K. from this simple test.
Having discovered that the H.F. valve valve. The H.T. was reaching the coil,
but little volume. I therefore tested the
high-tension battery. It was well down.
The grid -bias battery was also giving only
a fraction of its nominal voltage.
Whilst testing the grid battery I noticed
that the wander plug connected to L.T. was a bad fit; in fact, it fitted so loosely

circuit is faulty, the

next thing to note is

911.1.42

11.1:+1

whether the aerial circuit

seems

to

tune.

In my own 'case the \./.
signals were weak, but

600
Ohms

Iff TfYINSFR

I+
LS

that it probably failed to make reliable both circuits tuned,
contact. This may have been one of the and, in fact, the local

reasons why the high-tension battery station could hardly
lasted for so short a period, as, if the grid be heard unless both

bias to the last valve was less than the circuits were carefully
correct amount, the anode current would,

tuned and reaction

71"

was used. The fault
of course, be excessive.
The low-tension battery was satisfactory. seemed to be in the
For testing I used an ordinary -pattern valve, in the screen pocket voltmeter having two ranges.
grid or anode circuits.
'kith new batteries fitted, and the A test with the volt-

wander plugs and connections adjusted to meter showed that the
provide satisfactory electrical connections, screen was being supthe set was again tried, and was not good. plied. The volt age

There was more power, but no distant
stations could be heard.

Testing the H.F. Stage
In order to test-very roughly, of
course-the high -frequency stage, I put
the aerial on the grid side of the tuning
condenser in the detector circuit and retuned. The reaction behaved fairly well,
but still something was not quite right,
and it was found to be the grid leak. This
was a cheap one, and its value was wrong,
or else it was varying, for when a new leak

indicated was a
little less than t hat

The circuit of. the receiver referred to in the accompanying article

measured between the H.T.- and screen however; so the actual fault was in the
wander plug, but this was owing to a coil. It turned out to be a bad switch constopping resistance in the screen circuit. tact, which was soon rectified. With this
Normally, no voltage to trouble about put right the set was tried again and
would be lost in this resistance, but as the seemed fairly good.
The selectivity was not very good, howvoltmeter passed a fairly heavy current
the difference in the two voltages was ever; so a pre-set condenser was fitted in
noted. Thus, if the current passed by the the aerial circuit. This allowed me to
voltmeter had been io milliamperes, a improve the selectivity. When the grid

was fitted the set behaved quite well as

OF SPECIAL SUMMER INTEREST

a two-valver.

A PORTABLE AND RADIO

bias was adjusted and the best screen -grid
and detector voltages were found, the set

was acting as it should. It was decided,
though, that the quality was not too good ;

GRAMOPHONE NUMBER
NEXT WEEK

but this was put right by oVerhaulingthe
loud -speaker; which was dusty and a little
out of adjustment. This account shoWs
how valuable a voltmeter is.

set out make a final test with a milliammeter

in the boat made us forget the tiller.

in the H.T. negative lead. Change the grid
bias until the least possible anode current
(Continued from preceding page)
is flowing, consistent with pure amplificamotor -boat is increased, and at the same tion and good strength.

A- portable set is a good thing to have with

This is a good tip. To test whether a
fault is definitely in the high -frequency
stage or not, take the aerial to the grid
circuit of the detector valve, and if good

" WORKING A
PORTABLE OUT OF DOORS "

time there is no great gain in strength.

Little practical points should be attended
to before the set leaves home, and perhaps
the most important of these is to see that
the batteries are tightly fixed in place and
that the battery -lead wander plugs cannot
be pulled or jolted out of place.
The loud -speaker adjustment should be

A Test on the Water
Our run finished by the river Deben, near
Woodbridge and Felixstowe, some eighty
miles from Brookmans Park, and the early
evening programme was then on.
The " Merry -maker " was nearly christened and almost drowned on one occasion

one in a boat, especially if the weather is
inclenient and constant stops are made to
dry the outboard engine from the drenching
of spray and rain clouds. Reception was out
of all question while the engine was going,
because of electrical and mechanical noise.

After a long outdoor test of a set, a
moral of some kind should be obvious. The
moral in our case was this : If you take a

portable in which the " works " are protected by a part of the cabinet secured by a

set so that you will not have to worry about during our motor -boating trips on the strong lock-take the key.
We didn't 1
this when out of doors. Before you take the Deben The novelty of having radio music

K. U.
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According to "Set Tester," who reviews the Marconiphone Model 56, a
five-valver, with three screen -grid high -frequency amplifying stages
FOREIGN stations that during the win- three screen -grid valves, an anode -bend
ter months have become old favourites detector and a single stage of low -frequency
'are already beginning to weaken in strength amplification. The last valve is a superor to disappear entirely. On the medium power type, coupled to the detector by the
waveband, especially, distant stations lose resistance -capacity system.
From such a specification one would
some of their winter -time vigour during the
warm days.
expect great selectivity combined with
Long waves do not suffer nearly as much exceptional sensitivity and purity of reprofrom the ionisation of the upper layer of the duction above the average. One's expectaatmosphere; which is supposed to reflect tions are exceeded when the Marconiphone
wireless waves received over long distances. Model 56 is put into operation.
A good set will bring in seven or eight long Three models of this five-valver are
wave stations from the Continent at excel- available. -For A.C. mains operation, the
lent strength throughout the summer.
price is Z35; -for D.C. mains, X32 7s.; and
for battery operation, Z3o 7s. These prices
Selectivity
include the full equipment of valves

This advantage might be more fully and power supply, but not the loudexploited if the average set were less speaker.
The set can be bought separately, with
inherently unselective. When tuned to
over a thousand metres, many sets have just the valves, for Z27 los. The polished
difficulty in separating Daventry 5XX from
Radio Paris and Eiffel Tower, transmitting
on adjacent wavelengths.

I recommend those who, finding the

medium -wave stations fading out of their
sets' repertoire, still pine for Continental
programmes, to have a shot at stations like

tion available is controlled by one of the
hexagonal knobs; for most stations the
volume control had to be retarded considerably. There is a big reserve of power
in Model 56.

The detector valve and power output
valve can be utilised as a gramophone
amplifier. Tested in conjunction with the
new Marconiphone Pick-up, which is
unusually sensitive, full volume froth this
two -stage

amplifier was. obtained on a

moving -coil loud -speaker. With less sensi-

A PAGE FOR THE SET BUYER
Every set referred to in this regular feature

by "Set Tester" .has reached a certain

standard of efficiency in the " Amateur
Wireless" Laboratory. Reports are not
given on sets that fail to reach this standard.

This will 'explain why reports that do
appear express general satisfaction with the
mahogany cabinet, with its walnut finish,
set's performance.
exemplifies modern furnishing styles. I like
the look of the hexagonal knobs controlling
tive pick-ups the volume is fairly limited,
the set; they are a welcome departure.
I have been testing Model 56 equipped but of good quality.
A medium -wave test carried out after
for A.C. mains operation. The set has been
tried on a 2o5 -volt supply in south-west so o'clock one recent evening brought in
quite a number of stations. Milan, Lyon la
Doua, and Frankfurt were all good, as was
Toulouse and, later, Rome. I enjoyed
testing this set very much.

Nebraska, U.S.A., proposes to curb the
The back of the
Model 56 Mar-

coniphone set

open, disclosing

the "works"

practice of soliciting insurance btisiness via
radio, and Kansas is considering measures
to end the sale of patent medicine through
the medium of broadcasting.

Bulgaria has decreed that anyone found

guilty of using a receiving set without a
permit shall be subject to solitary confinement for a period not exceeding one year
- and a fine up to .5,00O leva, Which is slightly
more 'than Z7o.

The

London.

Berlin.

long -wave stations could be brought in at
full loud -speaker strength, without interference from 5XX. To tune in these stations
was a simple process; although there are_

An excellent set for summer reception,
especially on long waves, is the new Marconiphone Model 56, with which I have
been having a lot of fun during the last few

Federal Radio

Commission

at

I was glad to find that all the Washington issued recently a general warn-

Kalundborg, Hilversum, Huizen, Paris, and

ing to all licensed coastal and ship stations
to observe the international telegraph

regulations regarding listening to distress
signals. It is urged that silent periods, and
four separate stages of tuning, they are twice hourly watches be observed in the
coupled together in pairs, so that the two interest of the safety of life at sea. .The
weeks.
Model 56 is one of the largest sets in the tuning discs varying the four tuned cir- warning was issued owing to the failure of a
number of stations to observe the regulaMarconiphone range. It is a break -away cuits can be rotated together.
The enormous high -frequency amplifica- tion.
from average British practice, for it has
'
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THE
DYNATRON
EFFECT

An article by J. H. Rayner explaining
how a

negative resistance " effect can

be obtained by operating an ordinary
screen -grid valve under special conditions

ASHORT time ago I referred to the of ro,000 ohms, equal to the actual resistpossibility of using the screen -grid ance R.
valve in a somewhat unorthodox manner,
by utilising the negative -resistance portion
of its characteristic. I propose in this

article to discuss this effect in greater
detail and to give figures for the approximate order of negative resistance for some

state of affairs takes place if we decrease
the voltage of the battery to 9 volts. The
Now let us assume that we increase the current through the ordinary resistance
voltage of the battery from ro to II volts. will fall by .r milliamp, whereas that
We saw that in the case of the resistance through the negative resistance will rise by
alone, this caused the current to increase an equal amount, so that as before we have

made no change whatever in the total

already been explained in the previous
article (AMATEUR WIRELESS, No. 413). In

that article it was pointed out that on an
ordinary resistance the current increases
as the voltage increases, and vice versa.
On a negative resistance, on the other hand,

if we increase the voltage the current

current flowing in the circuit. The negative resistance device has completely cancelled
out the effect of the positive resistance as far
as any variation in the voltage is concerned.

ft
/0000

of the principal valves in use to -day.
The idea of negative resistance has

linft

T

Ohms

Dratron

Fig. 1.

Diagram showing negative -resistance
effect is obtained

This is the point which has to be borne
in mind, namely-the negative -resistance
action only comes into play when we are
concerned with varying voltages. The steady

current taken by the negative resistance
device may be quite appreciable, so that

decreases so that the arrangement behaves
it does not wipe out all the current flowing
in exactly the opposite manner to an ordin- from 1 to I.' milliamps, i.e., gave us an in the circuit, but as soon as we vary the
ary resistance. Let us make this point increase of .1 milliamp. The negative voltage we find that it acts in opposition to
5
vs.+ 705

4
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Figs. 2, 4, 5 and 6.
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Typical curves of some reprzuentative valves-Marconi, Mullard, Dosser and Mazda

quite clear by considering the circuit shown resistance, however, works in the opposite the existing resistance, so that the current
by Fig. 1. Here we have a battery supplying way, so that instead of obtaining an through the circuit is constant. The term
current to a resistance connected across its increase of
of a milliamp, we obtain a " negative resistance" is perhaps a little

terminals. Let us assume that the voltage decrease of a corresponding amount, so misleading and it is for this reason I have
of the battery is io volts, and the resistance that the total current in the circuit will be gone into the point somewhat carefully.
is io,000 ohms, we shall then obtain a exactly the same as it was before. A similar
The next step in the development of this
current of 1 milliamp through the resistance.

form of circuit is to find what order of
current variation is obtained with the

If we increase the voltage of the battery
to 11 volts, we shall obtain 1.1 milliamps,
while if we decrease the voltage to 9 volts
the current will fall to 0.9 milliamp.
Now let us connect in parallel with this
resistance, a negative -resistance device,
such as a Dynatron. The device itself will
take a certain steady current. It will not

forms of screen -grid valves available to -day.

Fig. 2 shows the characteristic of a Marconi

S215 screen -grid valve. A constant voltage of 8o was applied to the screen, while
the voltage on the anode was varied from
zero upwards. It will be seen that at first
the current rises quite rapidly. Then it
, bends over and we obtain a portion from

mil.

immediately proceed to give out current
like a battery; in the steady state it behaves

like an ordinary resistance and will draw
current from the battery. The actual
steady current is unimportant but we will
assume that it has a negative resistance effect

about 20 to 6o volts, over which the current
falls as we increase the voltage. This is the

01111111
Fig. 3.

1010111i

negative -resistance portion, for an action
80V such as this is the exact reverse of what one

Circuit used for testing characteristics

(Continued on page 803)
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SYDNEY MOSELEY'S WEEKLY PROGRAMME CRITICISM
Holiday
Programmes

Not
Enough
Vaudeville

t)

The Children's
Hour

The
"-Diversions "

Outside
Announcements

THE holiday programmes were, as ever, him to broadcast, a whole opera is kiboshed.

a good mixture, although I doubt, in
view of the excellent weather, if many
listeners, except those with portable sets,
invalids, etc., took advantage of what was

of those new high -brow ones-including
That, too, is a thousand pities. In order to such items as Edith Clegg's bedtime stories
make up for this disappointment I tried and somebody else's flute solos. He regrets
to get Rome, which was putting over the the passing of the "good old robust variety
whole opera.
hours; the days when we can have a good

laugh with Tommy Handley, Leonard

offered.

Mr. Ernest Newman, about whose big Henry, Stainless Stephen, and the rest are

' Being fond of Wagner, I naturally correspondence bag I once referred, seems few and far between."

enjoyed the' Halle concert relayed from
Liverpool. It was a good idea to give one
part of the programme from one station
and the second part from another station.
That is what I call making full use of the

to have developed a difficulty in pronouncing his consonants. It is a common
I always have a sneaking sympathy for
fault. I refer particularly to his over- the Talks Department, who have to think
emphasis of the "s," of which I am some- out new subjects. On picking up a copy

times guilty-but it is easily curable. That of Nature I find an article entitled " Do
alternative programmes. Those who liked is why I haye mentioned it.
Cockroaches Eat Bed Bugs ? " I pass on
the first part could have heard the second,
this suggestion to Savoy Hill.
and those who did not could have switched
I enjoy many of the Children's Hour
over and avoided either part.
programmes. One often regrets that wireDid you like "Diversions " ? Here is a
By the by, ' the timing of the Halle less was not in vogue when we were view by D.R.B. (Reading) : " I hope it will
concert was arranged so that two popular children. What is so amazing is the not be long before we see the start of a
pieces had to be left to the end; which was apparent popularity of birthday greetings new 'Diversions' series; the' last ones
a pity.
-so boring to grown-ups.
added a spice to the programmes. Here
again tastes differ. I trust, also, that the
To go back to the two-part programme,
I suppose it is difficult for the B.B.C. to new ' Diversions' (if any) will not waste
I wish they had done the same with regard check announcements made during out- quite so much time on everyday affairs,
to operas. Those who enjoy opera could side broadcasts by people not actually on such as signal -boxes. Most of us City
then take a little more of the fare provided. the staff of the Corporation. In this regard people are fully, acquainted with railways
Which reminds me that a good deal of dis- two points occur to me. The first is that and their din, and when we get home we
appointment was expressed when, at the during an important transmission the want to be taken away from such noises.
last minute, the transmission of Tosca announcer solemnly stated amid breathless Another hope of mine is that the gentleman
from Covent Garden was canceled. I do silence that a certain artiste or other had with the abysmal, dismal voice will
think Covent Garden ought to co-operate arrived. As if one cared a bean. Inci- occupy himself elsewhere."
more closely with the B.B.C. with regard dentally, this was an extremely valuable
Personally, I thought they were all
to changes in the programme.
advertisement which must have created fairly good.
On the night we expected Madame envy in the bosom of less fortunate artistes.
Butterfly we were given The Bat, and then,
because a tenor's contract does not permit
The second point is in regard to the
announcers of dance numbers played by
the bands in hotels and cafés.
These people, including those who sing
the choruses, are either fully fledged
_

5e

Cockney or pseudo -American.

Their pro-

nouncements used to amuse-now they
merely irritate. I have never been able to
understand, too, why those who sing the

choruses are engaged for that purposemany of them certainly would not earn a
penny singing to theatre queues. One man,

however, who is not so bad-or let me be

'

generous and say that he is worth listening
to-belongs to Ambrose's Band.

I get many strange letters, but here is
one from Swansea, in which the writer
says that the general opinion these 'days

A Roberts' impression of 0. B. Clarence

seems to be that we are not getting enough
vaudeville. Re points out that during
seven days' programmes the National and
London Regional have one vaudeville hour
each, and in the,case of the former it is one

Albert Sandler in cartoon
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ORIZON

THE horizon," says the dictionary,
" is the circle bounding .the view
where the earth and sky seem to
meet," but please don't take that literally
as the limit of range of this new AMATEUR
WIRELESS four-valver !

Only the radio horizon, if there is such a

thing, is the boundary of this four -valve
set's range; and the mention of an horizon
brings to mind several points which are

41011111111

So accustomed have many listeners
to this natural summer -time
decline, that from about June till the beginning of September many receivers are used
only for reception of the local station, and
their owners forget the condenser settings
become

A DEVELOPME* OF THE FAMOUS " CLARION THREE "

-TRULY THE "CLARION `FOUR"

for the foreigners, lose their wavelength
logs and, in general, totally disregard DX

can be done in two ways. Either
until at the end of theThis
old
set can be generally " bucked -up"
September or thereabouts, when the long
is,

evenings become suddenly noticeable again

and the foreign stations ebb in again just
as suddenly as some few months back they
appeared to flow out of ken.

by cleaning, re -wiring, and the fitting of
new parts where necessary, and also by the

addition of an H.F. stage or couple of
stages to increase the
reaching -out properties; or

one can go to the extent of

making up a new set.
Don't disregard the latter
course, because when you
have considered everything
The "Hcrizon Four"

is an up - to - date

four -valve develop-

ment of the famous
Clarion Three, described in Nos. 404
and 403, which was
a preyed success

idea in a large set-there is an output

choke and condenser filter in the anode
circuit of the power valve.

that may need to be done to the

old set to bring it up to date,

Ebonite panel, 18 in. by 7 in. (Becol, Trelleborg)

Two .0005-mfd. variable condensers (Igranic,
Burton, J.B., Lissen, Lotus, Formo, Ready Radio).
.000i-mfd. reaction condenser (Formo, Burton,
Dubilier, Lotus, Bulgin, Ready -Radio).
Pair of " Clarion "coils, Aerial and Anode (Tune well).

15 -ohms

Varley).

rheostat

(Lissen,

Igranic, .Wearite,

Push-pull filament switch (Bulgin, Lotus, Benjamin, Claude Lyons).

One z-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C., Dubilier,

Lissen, Hydra).
One .2.5-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C., Dubilier,
Lissen).
One pre-set condenser, .0003-.000025-mfd.
(Sovereign, Lissen, Formo, Igranic, Lewcos).
One aluminium screen with foil (Parex).
One grid -bias cell (Siemens type S.G.).
0 Two terminal strips, z in. by z in. (Becol, Ready
Radio, H. & B.).

One pair panel brackets (Bulgin, Ready Radio,
Parex, H. &. B.).
Two spade tags, one red, one black (Belling -Lee,
Eelex, Clix).
Pick-up jack with plug (Lotus, type J.K.5,
Igranic, Ormond).
Two slow-motion dials (Ormond, Burton,
Lissen, Brownie).

Vibrolder, Lotus, W.B., Wearite, Trix, Burton,
Igranic, Brownie, Formo).

for summer -time working that the " Horizon

something of a blight by Nature upon the
blessings of wireless, and putting up with
an inefficient set during the dead period,
one should remedy matters by the simple
expedient of improving the set's DX
properties.

Four" has been designed. It will meet
their present needs for it is a set with vast

core," Igranic, Varley, R.I., Telsen, Lotus, British
General).

One low -frequency transformer (Lewcos, Ferranti, 'Felsen, Varley, Lissen, Igranic).
One output choke and condenser (Wearite,
Igranic).

Two 3o,000 -ohms resistances with holders
(Graham-Farish, Lissen, Dubilier, Ferranti, Varley,
R.I., Ready Radio).
One high -frequency choke (Ready -Radio, Lewcos,

Tunewell, Sovereign, Watmel, Igranic, Dubilier,
Bulgin, Wearite, Varley).
One .0003-mfd fixed condenser with grid -leak
clips (Dubilier, T.C.C., Graham-Farish, Lissen,
Watmel, Trix, Atlas).
One .000z-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier, T.C.C.,
Graham-Farish, Lissen, Watmel, Trix, Atlas).
One z-megohm grid leak (Lissen, Dubilier, Watmel).
One .000 T -rnfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier,T.C.0 ,

Graham-Farish, I,issen, Watmel, 'Trix, Atlas).

One i-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C., Dubilier,
Seven wander -plugs marked, G.B.+, G.B.-1,

Hydra, Lissen).

G.B.-z, H.T.-, H.T.+1, Eur.+2,H.T.--F 3

(Belling -Lee, Eelex, Clix, Igranic).

F -0605

H.FCholre
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G.

wrong a rough knowledge of the working of
the circuit is a good first -aid cure.

The first thing that will be noted is that

versa, the provision of plug and jack for
gramophone pick-up, the easy control of
selectivity, and so on.

Distinctly Modern
These features ensure
that the " Horizon Four"
will not be out of date by
next season and that,
while it is an excellent set

a very selective arrangement is used for the
tuning of the H.F. stage. There is a pre-set
condenser in the aerial lead, and there is an
aerial coupling coil. Now, there are people
who will tell yon that H.F. stages need not
have a selective aerial tuning because they

themselves are inherently selective; also
they will tell you that selectivity is not

to have during the hard
summer - time conditions,

An ideal set for

summer -time use by
reason of its power-

ful distance -getting
qualities regardless
of reception conditions

it will by no means be disappointing when the stations again
romp in in winter time.
Before delving into the technical points
of the set, consider the practical side and
see how cheaply the " Horizon Four" can
be built. All the parts needed are detailed
in an accompanying panel, and it is necessary to emphasise the advice so frequently
given, that the components (or the alternatives) specified in each instance should be
rigidly adhered to, for in a big set there is
nothing so likely to cause trouble and dis-

appointment as the experimenting with

l el
0..9Valt

unsuitable parts and new layouts.

to the detector by means of a special

arrangement being the combination of
transformer and resistance amplification.
The power valve is coupled by a straight
transformer arrangement and-a very good

ii"0

OS

" .0003

I

an efficient S.G. H.F. stage. It has an
exceptionally good and powerful L.F.

a
tl

Clix,

Quantity of flex for battery leads (Lewcoflex)
Glazite for wiring.

2491:1

-0005 MO?

method of functioning of each part of the
circuit, for not only will this facilitate the
construction on intelligent lines so that the
constructor will know exactly what he is
doing and why each wire has to be so connected, but also if anything should later go

Four terminals marked A, E, L.S.+, L.S.-

(Belling-Lee type " M," Eelex, Burton,
Igranic).

Each
.0003
MN max

reaching -out properties, owing to the use of

arrangement, with two stages of L.F.
amplification, the first valve being coupled

One low -frequency transformer (Lissen, " Hyper -

30,000 Ohms

will be vastly more efficient.

though thcre are many amateurs who love
to talk about the vagaries of the Heaviside
layer, sun -spot effects, night effects, and so
on; nor does the solution of the mystery (if
there is one) matter very much just at the
minute. What does matter is that, instead

medium to the long wavelengths and vice

Unit.

making up a set which, in the long run,

Just what is the reason for summertime fading is a little bit of a mystery,

from the

of switching

FILTER OUTPUT

you may quite reasonably find that
the cost is about as great as that of

It is for those who are wise enough to
adopt the course of making up a new set

Minor points will appeal, such as the
simple control

COMPONENTS REQUIRED TO B UILD THE " HORIZON FOUR "

Four anti-microphonic valve holders (Benjamin

of regarding this periodical fade-out as

wiring. This print can be obtained, price
is. 6d., post free, from the Blueprint
Department, AMATEUR WIRELESS, 58-6r

constructor to gather some idea of the

Overcoming Summer -time Cond;_t:ors

reception-that

the possibility of making any mistake,
either in the constructional work or in

Fetter Lane, London, E.C.I.
It would be advisable for the intending

100i.

pertinent about the performance of a set in
the summer -time. Quite frankly, there are
few sets which pull in distant stations satisfactorily during the long light evenings.

graphs clearly show most of the details of
the set, and in any case a full-size blueprint
is available, which reduces the business of
construction to child's play and eliminates

Easy to Build
The circuit
68+ 613--I

t.m.,......o.mm-o...o.ms-trasom.o..04xer...weatteoamoamo.oacooaz.c...amoasoars......oamomaocoosaolmaa........a=1.oawoaes=

68-2

So far as the actual construction and layout of the set is concerned, there should be
no opportunity to go wrong, for the photo-

needed to so great an extent in summer as
it is in the winter time, because as so many
stations cannot be received, there is not so
much effective jamming.
Both these are wrong. With the "Hori-

zon Four" the distant stations can be
pulled in to the same extent as in winter,
and if the set were not naturally selective,
there would be jamming reminiscent of the
best winter -time conditions.
So a very selective aerial tuning arrangement is used in conjunction with the H.F.
stage, and the resulting overall selectivity
of the set is amazing. This is the best reply

03000.0.1001M1.0M60 011110010.41011.000000 0 0000/0. 0E00 000 010 13000000111.00130M0011110.04110001041100.;
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THE horizon," says the dictionary,
" is the circle bounding .the view
where the earth and sky seem to
meet," but please don't take that literally
as the limit of range of this new AMATEUR
WIRELESS four-valver !

Only the radio horizon, if there is such a

thing, is the boundary of this four -valve
set's range; and the mention of an horizon
brings to mind several points which are
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So accustomed have many listeners
to this natural summer -time
decline, that from about June till the beginning of September many receivers are used
only for reception of the local station, and
their owners forget the condenser settings
become

A DEVELOPME* OF THE FAMOUS " CLARION THREE "

-TRULY THE "CLARION `FOUR"

for the foreigners, lose their wavelength
logs and, in general, totally disregard DX

can be done in two ways. Either
until at the end of theThis
old
set can be generally " bucked -up"
September or thereabouts, when the long
is,

evenings become suddenly noticeable again

and the foreign stations ebb in again just
as suddenly as some few months back they
appeared to flow out of ken.

by cleaning, re -wiring, and the fitting of
new parts where necessary, and also by the

addition of an H.F. stage or couple of
stages to increase the
reaching -out properties; or

one can go to the extent of

making up a new set.
Don't disregard the latter
course, because when you
have considered everything
The "Hcrizon Four"

is an up - to - date

four -valve develop-

ment of the famous
Clarion Three, described in Nos. 404
and 403, which was
a preyed success

idea in a large set-there is an output

choke and condenser filter in the anode
circuit of the power valve.

that may need to be done to the

old set to bring it up to date,

Ebonite panel, 18 in. by 7 in. (Becol, Trelleborg)

Two .0005-mfd. variable condensers (Igranic,
Burton, J.B., Lissen, Lotus, Formo, Ready Radio).
.000i-mfd. reaction condenser (Formo, Burton,
Dubilier, Lotus, Bulgin, Ready -Radio).
Pair of " Clarion "coils, Aerial and Anode (Tune well).

15 -ohms

Varley).

rheostat

(Lissen,

Igranic, .Wearite,

Push-pull filament switch (Bulgin, Lotus, Benjamin, Claude Lyons).

One z-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C., Dubilier,

Lissen, Hydra).
One .2.5-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C., Dubilier,
Lissen).
One pre-set condenser, .0003-.000025-mfd.
(Sovereign, Lissen, Formo, Igranic, Lewcos).
One aluminium screen with foil (Parex).
One grid -bias cell (Siemens type S.G.).
0 Two terminal strips, z in. by z in. (Becol, Ready
Radio, H. & B.).

One pair panel brackets (Bulgin, Ready Radio,
Parex, H. &. B.).
Two spade tags, one red, one black (Belling -Lee,
Eelex, Clix).
Pick-up jack with plug (Lotus, type J.K.5,
Igranic, Ormond).
Two slow-motion dials (Ormond, Burton,
Lissen, Brownie).

Vibrolder, Lotus, W.B., Wearite, Trix, Burton,
Igranic, Brownie, Formo).

for summer -time working that the " Horizon

something of a blight by Nature upon the
blessings of wireless, and putting up with
an inefficient set during the dead period,
one should remedy matters by the simple
expedient of improving the set's DX
properties.

Four" has been designed. It will meet
their present needs for it is a set with vast

core," Igranic, Varley, R.I., Telsen, Lotus, British
General).

One low -frequency transformer (Lewcos, Ferranti, 'Felsen, Varley, Lissen, Igranic).
One output choke and condenser (Wearite,
Igranic).

Two 3o,000 -ohms resistances with holders
(Graham-Farish, Lissen, Dubilier, Ferranti, Varley,
R.I., Ready Radio).
One high -frequency choke (Ready -Radio, Lewcos,

Tunewell, Sovereign, Watmel, Igranic, Dubilier,
Bulgin, Wearite, Varley).
One .0003-mfd fixed condenser with grid -leak
clips (Dubilier, T.C.C., Graham-Farish, Lissen,
Watmel, Trix, Atlas).
One .000z-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier, T.C.C.,
Graham-Farish, Lissen, Watmel, Trix, Atlas).
One z-megohm grid leak (Lissen, Dubilier, Watmel).
One .000 T -rnfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier,T.C.0 ,
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One i-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C., Dubilier,
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wrong a rough knowledge of the working of
the circuit is a good first -aid cure.

The first thing that will be noted is that

versa, the provision of plug and jack for
gramophone pick-up, the easy control of
selectivity, and so on.

Distinctly Modern
These features ensure
that the " Horizon Four"
will not be out of date by
next season and that,
while it is an excellent set

a very selective arrangement is used for the
tuning of the H.F. stage. There is a pre-set
condenser in the aerial lead, and there is an
aerial coupling coil. Now, there are people
who will tell yon that H.F. stages need not
have a selective aerial tuning because they

themselves are inherently selective; also
they will tell you that selectivity is not

to have during the hard
summer - time conditions,

An ideal set for

summer -time use by
reason of its power-

ful distance -getting
qualities regardless
of reception conditions

it will by no means be disappointing when the stations again
romp in in winter time.
Before delving into the technical points
of the set, consider the practical side and
see how cheaply the " Horizon Four" can
be built. All the parts needed are detailed
in an accompanying panel, and it is necessary to emphasise the advice so frequently
given, that the components (or the alternatives) specified in each instance should be
rigidly adhered to, for in a big set there is
nothing so likely to cause trouble and dis-

appointment as the experimenting with
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unsuitable parts and new layouts.

to the detector by means of a special

arrangement being the combination of
transformer and resistance amplification.
The power valve is coupled by a straight
transformer arrangement and-a very good
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an efficient S.G. H.F. stage. It has an
exceptionally good and powerful L.F.
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method of functioning of each part of the
circuit, for not only will this facilitate the
construction on intelligent lines so that the
constructor will know exactly what he is
doing and why each wire has to be so connected, but also if anything should later go
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(Belling-Lee type " M," Eelex, Burton,
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reaching -out properties, owing to the use of

arrangement, with two stages of L.F.
amplification, the first valve being coupled

One low -frequency transformer (Lissen, " Hyper -

30,000 Ohms

will be vastly more efficient.

though thcre are many amateurs who love
to talk about the vagaries of the Heaviside
layer, sun -spot effects, night effects, and so
on; nor does the solution of the mystery (if
there is one) matter very much just at the
minute. What does matter is that, instead

medium to the long wavelengths and vice

Unit.

making up a set which, in the long run,

Just what is the reason for summertime fading is a little bit of a mystery,

from the

of switching
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you may quite reasonably find that
the cost is about as great as that of

It is for those who are wise enough to
adopt the course of making up a new set

Minor points will appeal, such as the
simple control

COMPONENTS REQUIRED TO B UILD THE " HORIZON FOUR "

Four anti-microphonic valve holders (Benjamin

of regarding this periodical fade-out as

wiring. This print can be obtained, price
is. 6d., post free, from the Blueprint
Department, AMATEUR WIRELESS, 58-6r

constructor to gather some idea of the
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the possibility of making any mistake,
either in the constructional work or in

Fetter Lane, London, E.C.I.
It would be advisable for the intending
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pertinent about the performance of a set in
the summer -time. Quite frankly, there are
few sets which pull in distant stations satisfactorily during the long light evenings.

graphs clearly show most of the details of
the set, and in any case a full-size blueprint
is available, which reduces the business of
construction to child's play and eliminates

Easy to Build
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So far as the actual construction and layout of the set is concerned, there should be
no opportunity to go wrong, for the photo-

needed to so great an extent in summer as
it is in the winter time, because as so many
stations cannot be received, there is not so
much effective jamming.
Both these are wrong. With the "Hori-

zon Four" the distant stations can be
pulled in to the same extent as in winter,
and if the set were not naturally selective,
there would be jamming reminiscent of the
best winter -time conditions.
So a very selective aerial tuning arrangement is used in conjunction with the H.F.
stage, and the resulting overall selectivity
of the set is amazing. This is the best reply
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" THE HORIZON FOUR " (Continued from preceding page)
of the power valve

is fullest possible constructional details before
specified as a complete embarking on the making up of an amcomponent, and it is bitious set, further particulars will be given
advisable to adhere to next week.
this because the comIf, in the meantime, you happen to be in
mercial combined choke the neighbourhood of Oxford Street, Lonand condenser filter don, then make a point of seeing the
takes up less space than original "Horizon Four " in the Somerset
would the two separate Street windows of the Radio Department
components placed side of Messrs. Selfridge & Co., Ltd., where a
by side on the, base- special show of this summer -time set is
board.
being arranged.
The photographs herewith show most of the
Complaint has been made that because
details, and the the two 3.B.C. relay stations at Dundee
small reproduction and EdinbUrgh now broadcast their respecof the blueprint is tive progi'ammes on a common waveband,
a great help. For both of the stations are- now eliminated
Comparison of this plan view with the wiring di4ram below will assist those, howevv, who from users .of. Wireless sets in Ceptral Fife -

wish to have the shire.

in the construction

the

to

argument

of

those who say that an

BLUEPRINT

H.F.

stage does not
any
selective
aerial arrangements.

HE TUIVINC COND'

need

It may be observed
in passing that both the
aerial and H.F. coils are
switched- on to the long
and medium wave-

lengths by the simple
expedient of shorting

PANEL/817

N°A.W237

2"

1

REACTION CONOr -000/ mid

-0005 mfd

I

4

ia

AERIAL TUN/NC CONDO
-000,5 mfd

3

14

14
To moempi/otes-

DUAL WAVE

111.2if CO L-

the centre portion of

RHE054,

L.T SWITCH

c)

This means
that the centre -tapped
the coil.

position is not disturbed

in any way by the
wave -changing.
The values of the

condenser and leak in

Connected to

the detector circuit have

foll 0

is

been chosen with care

'0003

Checked

and provided normal
valves are used (recom-

fY.yf

Oe

mended types will be
given next week) no

S.G.

cell

09E

alteration in the values
of .0002 microfarad and
megohm respectively
are advised.
As has been said, the
coupling arrangements

to the first L.F. valve
are interesting. You will
see that an anti -motor boating unit is included
also in the anode circuit

of the detector, and the
values, both of the
filter resistance and the
coupling resistance, are
The L.F.
coupling condenser has.

O

0

O0

O

0

O0

DEP',

POWER 0

0

11.E.C14

0

0

0

0

d4

'0

FILTER OUTPI/1

Semi

4.0

0

A

L5

farad. The output filter
unit in the anode Circuit

biorAl
19003
/710X.

P

HT.+

30,000 ohms.

a value of .25 micro -

1)

LS

-&bOnite 2:r2
H.T.+3

The wiring diagram.

H.T.+2

L.T.+ G.13+ 1.T.- H.T.-

HT+,

A full-size blueprint can be obtained from this office for 1/6
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Improved receivers and valves have necessitated the

production of a new and better loud -speaker unit
capable of handling enormous outputs without in any

way detracting from the Blue Spot standard of
reproduction.

The new Blue Spot Power Unit type 66R will
handle enormous outputs without distortion or rattle,

and in this respect the advantage of the patented
adjustment obtainable only in Blue Spot products is
appreciated more than ever. The powerful electric
energies acting upon the anchor, energies that,
converted into acoustic frequencies, cause at the
bass notes even a sensible vibration of

the furniture and the floor, would
wear out by friction any link or weak

construction of the part supporting
the anchor. The patented adjustment of the Blue Spot Unit will never
wear out, but will work with just the
same exact precision as on its first
day.

This is one of the advantages that guarantee you the
wonderful brilliance and volume of this Blue Spot
Unit. The 6.6R Unit, stands a triumphant tribute to
the painstaking care and ingenuity of the Blue Spot
designers.

Blue Spot Power Unit Type 66R
Blue Spot Major Chassis Type 37R
Blue Spot Special Chassis Type 31R
Permissible D.C. Current
D.C. Resistance

.
.

.

.

35/15/-

.

10/6

50 mia
500 ohms
.

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED
204-6 Great Portland Street, London, W.i
'Phone : Museum 863o (4 Ems).
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales : H. C.
RAWSON (Sheffield and. London), Ltd.., too London Road, Sheffield,
(Phone: Sheffield z6006) and 22 St. Mary's. Parsonage, Manchester,
(Phone : Manchester' City 3329).

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Concluded by cur Technical Editor: J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hans.),

Lissen Transformer

.1 .E.E.

Ready Radio Condenser

Da volts for reading H.T. and grid bias
E have received for test and report respectively. In the centre of the panel is a
a variabl6 condenser marketed by milliammeter capable of reading from o to
transformers, and it is interesting to note Messrs. Ready Radio. In this condenser 15, or from o to 45 milliamps respectively, a
MESSRS. LISSEN, _LTD., have - long
been as§ociated with low-freqnenc3-

small press button switch serving to change
from the higher tio thilower se -de.
The instrument may be used as a siniple
sufficiently robust to withstand long wear valve tester with external batteries by con-

that they have recently designed and placed both the vanes and the end plates are
on the market a new transformer, having made of aluminium, built up in such a way
both a high primary inductance and a high that, although light; the component is

step-up ratio of 4 to i.. We found on test

and tear. The moving plates are shaped necting to terminals along the top of the
two milliamps D.C. flowing through the to give a logarithmic law and the spindle panel and inserting the valve in the appro
primary winding was as much 'as 6o is provided with a suitably lubricated
friction pad on the upper bearing, giving a
henries.
This figure for an instrument having a commendably smooth and even motion
large step-up ratio was almost unknown throughout the full movement. There is
some months ago, but recent research on simple friction grip at the other end of the
the qualities of transformer steels has condenser which provides even contact
revolutionised the design of transformers between the terminals and the moving
in our laboratories that the inductance with

in general.

Both windings and core are housed in a

plates. Owing to the evenness of this
motion the electrical contact is good.

The capacity range as measured in our

brown moulded case, the terminals arranged
at the bottom: The size is not excessive, for laboratories extended from .000025 micro" the overall dimensions of the case are only farads to .000465 microfarads; we should
21 in. by 21 in. by 21 in. high. The

necessary directions for making connections to the terminals are stamped on the
moulding at the top.
Readers should find this instrument an
excellent performer, particularly after a
medium -impedance valve, because owing
to the high primary inductance, amplification should be maintained in the bass frequencies. The current flowing through the

A useful instrument-the Six -Sixty valve tester

primary winding should be reduced as
Efficient Ready -Radio condenser

like to see this maximum capacity increased.

The component is supplied with one -hole
fixing to the panel.

Sik.Sixty Tester
VALVE testers may be of two kinds.

priate holder. Two holders are 'provided,
one having four pins and the other five,
suitable for practically every type of valve.
According to whether the valve is a triode,
pentode or a 'screen -grid it is necessary to
set a switch under the milliammeter in the
appropriate position.
A further feature of the arrangement is
that, if necessary, the batteries of a receiver
may be used instead of external batteries.
There is a valve socket at the back of the

Firstly, there is the type which gives an
indication as to whether a valve is function- cabinet itself,and into this a plug is inserted.
ing torrectly, and secondly there is the type The other end of the cord connected to this
which enables, one to read off the character- plug terminates in a second plug which is

istics .and Compare these with makers' placed in one, of the valve ,sockets in the
charfs: This type, of necessity, is more receiver. -The batteries _already connected
A new Lissen L.F. transformer

much as possible for the best results. With
4 milliamps D.C., the inductance had fallen
to 38 henries, and with 5 milliamps_to 25.5.
If, therefore, the instrument is used after a
low -frequency or power valve it will be advantageous to feed the tranSfornier through '
resistance choke. filter circuit, in order to
prevent the D.C. current passing through
;he winding.

elaborate, but it can be made to give more to the receiver then apply the power to the
useful information if a little extra trouble valve tester. There is a slight error introis taken. An instrument of this second class. duced in this method owing to the resistance

has been submitted' to us for test by the
Six -Sixty Radio Co. It contains a number
of switches for changing connections, so
that as far as possible it shall be universal.
There are three maters. At the right-hand
bottom ,corner of the panel is an ammeter
for reading the filament current, or heater
current in the case of A.C. valves. On the
left-hand side is a voltmeter calibrated in
two ranges, from o to zoo, volts and o to

drop in the receiver itself, but if one

chooses a suitable valve holder: this error
may be minimised.

The instrument may be used in this

latter manner to test the continuity of the
various circuits in the receiver to some extent
since if there is a break in the anode, grid or

filament circuits, the voltages will not be
transferred through to the tester and the
correct reading will not be obtained.
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EXPERTS
CHOOSE

TUNEWELL COILS

FOR THE

" HORIZON
FOUR "
FOR many sets famous for their
selectivity experts have chosen
TUNEWELL COILS. Now they are

BEHIND the perfect
tone of radio that will
live-VARLEY RADIO-you
will find Varley Components,

every one an answer to a modern

specified for the " Horizon Four."
This new " Amateur Wireless" circuit is described in this issue. The

radio problem.
Varley Components have proved their
performance in thousands of sets in
homes all over the country. They have

reliability and efficiency of Tunewell

special features in design which place them

a new standard.

ahead of any others you can buy to -day.

TUNEWELL COILS will bring it to
you clear and undistorted. They will

your set, giving it long range, selectivity

Coils have set

Choose the station you want -

improve the selectivity of any set.
Use TUNEWELL COILS-you will
appreciate their better performance.
Pair of Tunewell Dual Range Coils
for the " Horizon Four"
(Aerial and Anode). Per pr.

211,

Low Wave Coils for Cossor and Mullard S.G.

Circuits, 3/11 each.

Set of 4 Plug-in Coils, boxed together, for ultra
short waves from 20-100 metres, t /-.
Tunewell Range of Speakers, including Plaque

Varley Components lend their better
quality of design and performance to

and perfect tone-radio that is a picture
of life itself.
Use them; they are the foundations on
which is built radio that will live. Send

for the Section of the Varley Catalogue
in which you are interested.
SECTION A gives full particulars of 2- and 3 -valve All -Electric Receivers,
Radio Gramophones, Gramophone Pick-up and Auto -arm.
SECTION B and C deals with H.F. Choke, Regional Coils, Bi-duplex
Resistances, Rheostats, Potentiometer, R.C. Couplers and Anti-Mobos.

Details of lslicore Transformers, Output, Push -Pull Input and Output

Transformers, Push -Pull, L.F. and Constant Inductance Chokes are given in
SECTION D, whilst SECTION E deals with Power Transformers, Standard, Dual and L.T. L.F. Chokes. Constant Inductance Chokes, and Power
Potentiometers.

type, from 28/6 to £3 3 0.

Tunewell Speaker Unit, 22/6.

Tunewell Special New H.F. Choke, 6/6.

TURNER AND CO.,
S4, Station Road, London, Nil

Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control, Ltd., Kingsway House, 503 Kingsway
London, W.C.z. Telephone: Holborn 53o3

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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and Enid Trevor, in some more nonsense;
Myddleton and Windeatt, with two pianos;

and Clapham and Dwyer, in their usual
spot of bother. The Law, an original sketch
by Harold French, will also be broadcast.

12071TOGR(IMS
ONE of the outstanding broadcasts of
this summer will be the relay to the
National transmitters of the opening of
India House by the King on July 8.

The thanksgiving service to mark the

re -opening of St. Paul's Cathedral, at
which it is hoped the King and Queen will
be present, has been fixed for June 25; it
will be taken by all B.B.C. stations.
Sir John Simon, chairman of the Indian
Statutory Commission, will personally
broadcast two special talks on the Indian
position; on June 19 he will deal with the
"Problems of India " ; on June 25 with the
"Future of the Indian Government."
A welcome change from the usual character of the Sunday evening programmes
,will be found in the entertainment offered
to listeners on June 29. The National
transmitters will broadcast a dramatic performance entitled, Yes and Back Again, a
paraphrase of Walter de la Mare's work.
An interesting vaudeville programme has
been arranged for the evenings of July 3
and 4 ; it will be presented by Melville
Gideon, with the assistance of several stage
Another ex -Co -optimist, Austin
stars.
Melford, is responsible for the book, and the
cast includes Phyllis Neilson -Terry, Robert
'Atkins, Betty Chester, 'William Stephens,

Sweeping a Chimney, as conceived by
Mabel Constanduros and Michael Hogan,
is down for transmission in the National
variety entertainment to be transmitted on
June 28. Albert Whelan, the Australian
entertainer, and "The Roosters" will also
Florence Bayfield, with Harry S. Pepper at be heard on the same evening.
the piano.
For its evening broadcast on June 25,
The Everlasting Club, a new sketch by Midland Regional will relay " The Frills and
Theo. V. Norman, is down for production Flounces Concert Party," from Leamington
on June 23, and forms one of the items of a Spa.
strong variety entertainment Other turns
It is anticipated that work on the build-

in the programme are Elena and Clara ings erected to house the new Salzburg

Cyuela, South American artistes, in vocal
and Hawaiian guitar duets; Tommy Handley, in his conception of My Ideal B.B.C.
Programme for Saturday, 195o; Norman
Long; David Wise, violin solos; and the
Gershom Parkington Saxophone Orchestra.
On June 24 the Birmingham studio will
provide the Midlands and London with light

(Austria) relay station will be completed by

the end of July and that the transmitter
will be formally opened on October 1.

The next meeting of the Union Internationale de Radiodiffusion will, take place
at Budapest on October 13.

Although Bulgaria possesses no broadcasting system, a recent law passed author-

entertainment suitable to the season. The ises the use of wireless receivers in that
programme includes Tommy Handley, in country. The cost of the listening licence
Midsummer Musings; Mabel Constanduros varies according to the number of valves
and Dorothy Summers in a sketch entitled, used. Simple one -valve apparatus is taxed
A Day in the Country; orchestral items by 300 leva, or roughly 9s. per annum; three
Sir Edward German and Herman Finck; or more valves must pay the equivalent Of
and Summer Sports, a song -cycle for chorus

and orchestra, by Sir Herbert Brewer.
On June 26 London Regional, listeners
will be given a vaudeville hour, including
Herbert Thorpe, in Ne#olitan songs, to the
accompaniment of Mario de Pietro's quar-

15s.

Every effort is being made to complete
the new Strassburg high -power station in

order that its official opening may take
place on July 14, France's National Fête
day. Tests with gramophone records will

tet; Lillie Lane, entertainer; Jack Payne be carried out in the course of a few days.
and his B.B.C. Dance Orchestra; Ethel The wavelength allotted to the station is
Durnford, in light songs; Claude Hulbert 345 metres.
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Further Notes on the

"SUNSHINE THREE" PORTABLE

gratzbtki

By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
detector stage. There may be some who
was described in the two preceding like the design in question, but do not feel
issues, appears to have made an instant that they wish to purchase a screen -grid
appeal to many AMATEUR WIRELESS valve, especially for the detector stage.
readers on account of its simplicity, its Results can be obtained with an ordinary
compactness, and low cost. One of the valve, although the performance is not
most attractive features of this set, to my quite of the same standard. If a three THE "Sunshine Three" portable, which

electrode valve is to be used, the following
alterations must be made to the circuit.
r. The flex lead from the anode socket of
One often finds, particularly with portable receivers, that the first model works the detector valve holder, which normally
very well, while other models made from the is connected to plus 18 volts, must be
same design fail to come up to the expected removed.
2. The flex lead from one side of the
standard by an appreciable margin. I have
on various occasions endeavoured to over- second H.F. choke, which terminates in a
come this defect, with only partial success, small tag and is normally connected to the
mind, is the ease with which the results can
be duplicated.

and, in point of fact, I decided that this anode of the screen -grid valve, must be
year I would not publish a portable set removed and in its place a connection must
_

design at all unless I could be reasonably be taken from the same point on the H.F.
choke to the anode socket of the valve
sure of consistent results.
Experiments were started on the bench holder.

some time before the final design was

Then on inserting an ordinary three evolved, and it immediately became clear electrode H.F. valve, satisfactory results
that the lines on which I was proceeding will be obtained.
It may be questioned as to whether the
held out considerable promise.
A further encouraging sign was that the
model of the receiver in final form worked
straight away without any modification.
This is always a good sign, for it shows that
the circuit has been thoroughly explored
during the experimental period, and that
the factors which are effective in maintain-

on the

HORIZON FOUR
PRICE LIST OF PARTS
READY FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH :
s. d.

1 Hand polished oak cabinet with 10" baseboard 1 10 0
I Drilled ebonite panel 18" x 7"
...
...
60
2 Ready Radio .0005 mfd. variable condensers ...
90
1 Formo .0001 mid. reaction condenser
...
29
1 Pair Tuneweil Clarion coils (1. aerial, 1 anode) 1 1 0
1 Ready Radio on -off switc's
...
...
...
10
1 Lassen 15 ohm rheostat ...
...
2 6
1 Dubilier 2 mfd. condenser...
...
...
3 6
1 Dabilier .25 mfd. condenser
...
...
2 5
1 Formodenser type " J " ...
...
2
1 Ready Radio aluminium screen and foil
5 6
1 Siemens grid cell type " SO " ...
...
1 0
2 Terminal strips 2" x 2" ...
...
...
1 Pair Ready Radio panel brackets
10
1 Lotus pick-up jack with plug type - JR...5 "
5 0
2 Ormond slow motion dials
...
...
10 0
4 W.B. valve holders
...
...
...
5 0
1 Lissen Super Transformer...
19 0
1 Lewcos L.F. transformer - 1 10 0

-

-- --

1 Wearite output choke and condenser -

.

2 Ready Radio 30,000 ohm resistances withIs
holders.

...

...

...

...

- --...

1 Ready Radio B.F. choke ...
1 Dubilier .0003 fixed condenser 1 Dubilier .0002 fixed condenser

...

.

.

1

0

13

0
0

1

-

1 Dubilier .0001 fixed condenser -

Here is the " Sun-

shine Three"

Portable of which
full constructional details were

given in the two
preceding issues

ing it in correct operation are correctly

4

26
2 6
26
26
1 0
20

...
1 Dubilier 1 mfd. fixed condesc er ...
...
1 Lissen 2 meg. grid leak ...
.....
...
7 Belling -Lee wander plugs ...
...
...
4 Belling -Lee terminals type "11 "
1
2 Belling -Lee spade terminals
...
Valves4 as specified ...
...
...
...
... 2 16
1 Set Ready -Radio non -soldering connecting links
4
Screws, flex, plugs, etc. ...
...
...
...
1
TOTAL (Incluling Valves, etc.) ... 413 11

-

6
9

0

0
5

6

understood.

ANY OF THE ABOVE COMPONENTS CAN
BE SUPPLIED SEPARATELY IF DESIRED.

Alternative Components
As a matter of interest, however, a
second model of the receiver was made

KIT A kyg CABINET£9

:5:6
KIT B racvan £12 :1 :6
OR 12 EQUAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF 17/ -

almost immediately after the first had been
finished, and in this case an alternative set
of components was used. The H.F. chokes,

OR 12 EQUAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF 22/3

KIT C AND Jam. £13:11:6

of course, were the most important, and
Watmel chokes were employed in this
second model. With the exception of the

OR 12 EQUAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF 25/ -

.,=4,

READY RADIO IMMEDIATE

Igranic reaction condenser, for which there
is no suitable alternative, every other com-

DESPATCH SERVICE.

ponent in the set was different, although
the layout was maintained the same. The
results, however, were equally satisfactory,

Your goods are
despatched post free or carriage paid.
To Inland Customers.

use of a screen -grid detector is worth while,

and again the receiver operated without if it only makes a relatively small difference
to the result. It should be remembered,
difficulty straight away.
Incidentally, it should be noted that it however, that audible difference in strength
is the Watmel DX3 H.F. choke which is corresponds to from 20 to 3o per cent.
to be used, and not the PX3, as incorrectly change in the volume. Therefore, one is
able to detect the difference by ear and
stated last week.

there is quite a distinct difference between
the two arrangements. In practice the
reception from distant stations is just
noticeably better with the screen -grid
valve, making the difference between
obtaining a station on the loud -speaker and
Using an Ordinary Detector Valve
not being able to resolve it from its carrier,
I suggested that it might be interesting so- that the use of this somewhat unconto some readers to learn how the use of the ventional form of detector is justified by the
screen -grid valve may be obviated in the results.

The frame aerial -is an important point, as
I explained last week, it being necessary to
ensure a good clearance between the long and the short-wave sections to avoid excessive damping on the short waves.

Csh with order. If desired you can avail
yourself of the C.O.D. system on orders
over 5/-,

To Overseas Customers. All your goods

are very carefully packed for export and
insured, all charges forward.

Write, Wire or 'Phone.
-101111nICIIIL011061010111181

1930 Illustrated Catalogue Post Free, II-.

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE, LONDON, S.E.1,
Telephone: HOP 5555 (Private Exchange)
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Sound Iraveasi'aying
THERE was a famous song of Verdi's a two." This went on for some weeks and
night or two since, and as I listened to Mirate began to feel irritated. The night
it I found myself thinking of the man almost before the dress rehearsal Verdi paid him a
more than of his music. He began life in visit. " Here you are," he said, " I had it all

humble surroundings; he was born in a the time, but I dared not let you have
tiny hamlet called Le Roncole, hidden away it because had you sung it outside the
in an attractive and fertile plain of maize theatre all Venice would have got hold of
and hemp somewhere at the foot of the it, and that was just what I wanted to
Ligurian Apennines. His father was the avoid."
The song-need it be said ?-was " La
innkeeper.
When Verdi was less than a year old mis- donna 6 mobile." Verdi was right; all

tP*

fortune befell that peaceful village ; it was Venice did get hold of it !

laid waste by the Russian and Austrian

WHITAKER-WILSON.

troops.
The men of the village banded themselves
together to defend their modest homes; the

women were ordered to seek refuge in the
church. But the soldiers forced the door and
an appalling carnage took place ; the stone
floor of the church was red with the blood
of the women and little children.
One woman escaped. She mounted the
belfry steps, and with her babe, took shelter
under the shadow of the great tenor bell;
:thus Giuseppe Verdi was saved.
It was the proudest moment of the simple
innkeeper's life when his boy was appointed
organist of the tiny church in Le Roncole;
he had nothing further to wish for, and was

NEUTRALISING
CONDENSER

3/6

THEATRICAL MAKE-UP
MESSRS. WILLIAM HEINEMANN
Books) Limited, of 99
Russell Street, London, VV.C.r,

(Medical

Great

have sent us a copy of " Paint, Powder,
and Patches " (7s. 6d. net), a handbook of

make-up by H. Stanley Redgrove and
Gilbert A. Foan, illustrated with sixteen
plates and with various line illustrations.
It treats of facial make-up for the amateur
and professional stage and contains a
special section on make-up for cinematograph wcrk.

The amateur actor who usually finds

somewhat dismayed when Giuseppe wanted great difficulty in mastering the technique
to go to Milan to learn to write an opera like of make-up and frequently has no-one at
hand to advise and guide him, will find this
the only one he had ever heard.
One of 'Verdi's first commissions was to book full of most excellent suggestions, and

Behind their excellent appearance
lies skilful designing and unerring

write a comic opera; as soon as he began each of the thousands of amateur stage
it he was interrupted by the illness and societies throughout Great Britain would
death of his younger and then of his elder do well to have a copy of this book in its
child. Within a month his wife also died. green room for refer-en:2e. We have tested
Broken in spirit, he threw down his work it in the light of our own experience and
and vowed never to write another bar of find it " not wanting." It shows how to
music. Fortunately for him, Marelli (who portray many national and traditional
had commissioned him) understood and, types of the stage, and the instruction is
in time, persuaded Verdi to turn to Art given in. such detail that any amateur or
for consolation. He gave him a libretto to professional possessed of a little imaginaread and that was the real beginning of tion will have no difficulty in applying it to
his own needs.
Verdi's amazing career.
His operas had a political touch about

qualities of a good job.

them that soon meant conflict with the

silo of

is

-

There is an impressive finish and
neatness about J.B.

410#

Condensers which give an
atmosphere to a set. They

are always " in tone " with the
Receiver as well as CC in tune."

manufacturing - in fact all the

Archbishop, who ordered the Chief of Police

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price

popular example of J.B: Precision.
Supplied complete with neat pointer

to interfere. It so happened that the official
was musical, and perhaps for the only time

PRICES:

on record did a policeman alter a libretto
of an opera. Victor Hugo's Le Roi s'amuse
was certainly, dangerous in the political

Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.' 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to "Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."

The J.B. Midget Condenser is another
knob.

*000zs
'000x5

'00004

519

'0002

4/-

'000025

4/9

'000l

5/6
4/5
3/9

sense, for it made a king appear in a ridiculous light; but the Chief of Police suggested

that the king should be a duke and the

Advt. of Jackson Bros., 72 St. Thomas' Street
London, S.E.1

Televhone : Hop 1837

sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.

title Rigoletto.

Contributions are always welcome, will be

great tenor Mirate. In course of time Verdi
handed out the parts to his caste, but when
Mirate came to examine his own he found
that one song was missing.

Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and

The part of the duke was given to the

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All

He spoke to Verdi about it. "Sorry,"
said Verdi; "you shall have it in a day or

promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.

the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.

Communications should be addressed, according to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
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13`krit.AV-7*.aisiK".)....r7 VS,16W115*NWIMNgitr:elll 1,41.1,710-11
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0000

RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your name
and address. See anouncement below. Address Queries-ANIAIEUR WIRELESS Information Bureau, 58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4

Screened Wavetraps
Q. --I have been in the habit of using a wave-

only some small fault.-J. D. (Birmingham).

wave winding connections reversed, thus giving

A.-It seems to us that the winding of your rise to a reverse reaction effect on the medium 4rap to cut out interfering signals, but having special H.F. tuning coil is incorrect. We have waves only.-C.
read of a screened wavetrap, I am wondering vavenVAVOAPA*W2PAVAPWAViiventi
Using a Pentode
whether this would be an improvement.-R. Y.
(Yorks).

A.-There is little point in using a screened
wavetrap unless it is needed to obViate interference due to "shock -effect" reception from
some powerful near -by station. When shock effect reception is experienced, it is usually
necessary to screen the whole receiver, so that
a screened wavetrap holds no advantages over
the ordinary. unscreened type unless the
receiver itself is also screened. If you reside
within a mile or so of your local station and
you wish to get other stations farther afield,
then, provided your receiving set is screened, a
screen wavetrap will be useful.-C.
Reversed Reaction

va.

When Asking

PIPinn..

nn Technical Queries
ries
PLEASE write briefly 12
*

r2

Q.-I

constructed

have

the

"Everybody

Three" receiver, and it has certainly exce:ded

all expectations in regard to reception of different
stations and the power with which they are
received. In fact, on some stations, the volume is

so great as to cause distortion, and it is for this

/2 A Fee of One Shilling (postal order & reason that I write. I am using a PM2 power
9 or postage stamps) must accompany inl valve with adequate H.T. supply and I have
r.4 each question and also a stamped * proved that I am overloading the grid of this
.9 addressed envelope and the coupon r. valve. In view of this, should. I use a pentode
&I which will be found on the last page. .nil
FA Rough sketches and circuit diagrams P.
ra can be provided for the usual query fee. vA
.* Any drawings submitted should be sent r.4
rd 1
on a separate sheet of paper. Wiring FA
rid plans and layouts cannot be supplied. rA

valve, or should I get a larger power valve ?-

R.N. (London, E.ro),
A. --If you want purity and you are already
overloading the grid of a P1V12 valve, then a

pentode type of valve is not to be recommended. Granted that it has a larger grid
swing than a PM2 valve, there is still the

Q.-I have constructed the "Music Leader,"
cannot be answered personally
using the "Arcadian Portable" coil, and whilst 12 QueriesQueries
possibility that even the grid of this valve will
or by telephone.
I am very satisfied with reception on the long
be overloaded. We suggest that you use a
waves I have had no success with short-wave rAlii.W2rAtitIMIPAltiterArAVA2tdr4.nlinPAti FA super -power valve of the ordinary type, such
stations. I cannot seem to get a proper reaction learned that some samples of coils. sent out as the PM252 or any other make of supereffect on the medium waves and feel that there is from certain manufacturers had the medium - power valve.-C.

r
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ELECTRIC REPRODUCTION

USE A LIMIT

Adjustable
Length

( pAR Ex)........

U
'

Track-

," g Angle

SCREENS

1

I

I

l

.Spring l'ention

SCREENS

are specified for

THE "HORIZON FOUR"

Continental and

Bayonct

Special Screen and Foil 5/6

Fittings.

High -frequency Choke

Illustration shows
Pick-up attached.

PICK
- UP ARM
Obtainable through all factors and dealers,
or write

3/6

THE "WAVELETS " TWO

15/6

EAC H
LIMIT RADIO LIMITED, ALBION ST., LONDON, N.1

Special box 7x 7 6? as specified 7/6

SCREENS and METAL CABINETS for ALL CIRCUITS

E. PAROUSSI,

10

HIGH

-

HOLBORNFEATHERSTONE

BUILD IN GS,
W.C.1

Phone: Chancery 7010

WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIERS

t

"The All Metal
Way, 1930"

plies should have a
copy of this book.
address and a
stamp.

2d.

ro

METAL RECTIFIERS

32 pages of valuable

eliminator information with circuits, etc.
All users of A.C. Sup-

Send your name and

WESTINGHOUSE

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby
Signal Co., Ltd.,
82 York Road, London, N.1.

are unquestionably the most convenient and
reliable means of rectification yet devised.
The circuits are simple, and the rectifiers have
nothing to wear out and do not require
periodical replacement. That is why they are
now being used in such large numbers by the
leading manufacturers.

ematear Wirel.ab

SPECIFIED=

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

for the

The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the views expressed by correspondents

HORIZON FOUR
You are going to build this set, then insist

Liability of Electricity Companies
on

Post free.

facturers.
R

4/dia
ay

7-

I

-

0

IGN

Produced by J.R. WIRELESS CO.
6/8, ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.1

4.***010000.0.410oloy

RAYMOND'S

27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2
Come to LEICESTER 'SQUARE TUBE
1 his address

is at the back of Daly's Theatre

KITS OF PARTS

FOR ALL

CIRCUITS
PLEASE SEND DETAILED
LIST OF REQUIREMENTS

HORIZON FOUR
Complete Kit of Parts
as specified by
£6 19 -6
"Amateur Wireless"
Or

2nd selection with some £5-10-0
substituted parts

ADVERTISEMENT OF K. RA 1. MOND LTD

cise, but in certain cases may possibly be
misinterpreted by consumers. The supply

of current is at present in the course of
in this case, the undertakers and it is the
practice of consumers requiring current to
complete a form, stating whether the current is required for lighting or power, or
both.

Private residents naturally apply for
lighting rate only, but should they require

ever, of eliminators, the power consumption is so negligible, that many consumers

have connected their sets to the mains,
and although paying for consumption

through a meter, have not thought it
necessary to advise the local authority of
the mains connection.
In these cases, consumers will find they
have no remedy against the local authority
when A.C. is the type of supply unless they
PERCY C. CAVANAGH (Southend Chamber

TAM

THE NEW TANNOY PORTABLE MODEL P.2.
fakes the place of the present H.T. Battery
in PORTABLE, transportable or practically any
Radio receiver. For voltages from 200/250 A.C.
. . .

Price £3.15.0 Complete.

THE NEW TANNOY TRICKLE CHARGER, L.W.
. . . small very efficient charger incorporating
Westinghouse rectifier for 2. 4, or 6 volts
Price £1.19.6 Complete.
at .5 amp.

Tannoy Products, 1-7 Dalston St., S.E.27

of Trade).

We SPECIALISE in the supply of all
Good Quality Radio Sets, Components
and accessories on Easy Terms. We
will give you efficient service. Send

us your list of requirements and a
quotation will be sent by return.
LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY

11 Oat Lane, Noble St., London, E.C.2
NATION .1L 1977

AW2o5

WM t76

ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
R.D.C. Official One

AWN28

....WM151
WM198

Hartley Single-vai;er

TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. each)

..

AWt oo
AWI 94
AW2t 5
AW226
AW229
AW23o

.. WM168

WM1i7
WM187

THREE -VALVE SETS (Is. each)

All -wave High-mag. Three (D,

AW199
AWzo t
AW2o3a

Trans).

Knife-edge Three (D, RC Trans)

Talisman Two -three -(D, RC, 'Trans)

Wide World short-wave Three (HF, D, Trans) ANYzo7
Everybody's Three (SG D, Trans)"
.. AVmso
AW2
1930 Ether Searcher (SG, D, Trans)
New All -Britain Three (HF,'D. Trans)
AV/214
Best -by -Ballot 'Three (SG, b, Trans) Price 4d.
AWz 17
free with copy of "AW"
.
Brookman's By-pass Three (D, 2 'Trans)
.. AW220
Everybody's all -electric Three (SG, 0, Trans)

..

. . ANA'az
AW223

1930 Clar:on Three (SG, D, Trans)

Auto -coupler 'Three (E), 2LF)
Beginner's Regional Three (D, 21,F)

AW225

..

AW233
WIVIt t7

Standard Coil Three (HF, D, Pram) ..
Fanfare (D, z Trans)
.
..
Brookman's Three, SG D, Trans)
.
Community Three D, ft C, Trans)

WMt 57

VVM16 t

,. WM t79
.. WM184

Inceptordyne (SG, D, Pentode)
Brookman's A.C. Three (SG, D, Trans') 1/6
Music Marshal (D, z Trans) ..
Gramo-Radio D,C. Three (SG, D, Trans)
..
Concert Three (D, z Trans)
-

WM190
WM' 96

WMt99

'

FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d: each)
Clarion Alt-elettric Three (SG, D, Trans'

A,C. Rectifier) ..
..
'AWzoo
Music -Lover's Gramb-radio (SG, "D, 'RC,
AWzozA
'Trans).-ts. 6d.
Music -Lover's Gramo-ractio (Loud-spealter). AWzozo
Is.
Horizon Four (SG, D, z Trans) ..
AW237
.. WMtzz
Standard -coil Four (HE, D, 2 RC)
Dominions Font- (2SG, D, Trans)
..
WM134
WM154
Arrow (SG, liF, D, Trans)
.
WM I 58
193o Monodial (zSG,- D, Trans)
Electric Four -(All A.C.-SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM [62
Outpost Four (SG, D, 2 Trans)
WM x 65
Brookman's Four (zSG, D, Trans)
..
WM174
Transportable Four (SG, D, 2 RC)
WM180
'

..
Super Q (SG, D, 2 Trans)
Lodestone Four (HF, D, RC, Trans)

WM r8o
WM x93

..
WM194
FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

Searcher's Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)

Alternative ( ?) Programmes
SI R, -" Thermion's" article on alternative programmes tempts me to
respond.

1 cannot state the listener's case in

better terms than he has done or say very
much to strengthen his argument. Thousands of listeners must feel that there, has
been bad faith on the part of the B.B.C.
who promised us alternative programmes

James Quality Five (zSG, D RC, Trans)
AWzz7
RC, PushAll -wave Lodestone Five (HF,
.. WM x 46
.
.
pull)
.
..
D, RC, Trans)
WM171
193o Five

WM dig
Dual -screen Five '(250, D, RC, Transi
Radio -Record Five 1SG, D, Trans -parallel) .. WM x83
WNItot
Overseas Five (3SG, D, Trans)

AMPLIFIERS (1s. each)
.
.. AWzos
..
A W212
..
/.W216
.
Two -valve Amplifier,

A.W. Gramophone Amplifier ..
Brookman's Separator (HF Unit)

.. 'AW224

"Mag" Gramo Unit

..
Concentrator ILE. Unit
Radio -Record Amplifier (DC Main0

WM169

WIM183

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. each)
Short-wave Adaptor (i v.)
AWi83
..
AW197
Simplest
H.T. Unit
under the Regional scheme and now give us By-pass Unit
(Wevetran) with copy " AW"-4d. AW2t8

something which no reasonable person

EASY TERMS

(6d. each)

WMt64
power for electric heaters, vacuum cleaners, Next, Q3 (SG, D, Pentode)
.
. wmt67
Brookmah's
Push
-Pull
Three
(SG,
D,
Trans)
i/6
WM
r 7o
or other domestic power, the consent of the Celerity Three (SG, D, Trans)
WMI73
Corporation is necessary. In the case, how- All -nations Three (D z Tram) ..
WM178

have previously notified the Corporation
of the existence of an H.T. unit.

MAINS
UNITS

CRYSTAL SETS

B.B.C. Brootman's P....rk Set
Regional Crystal Set
..

Loud-speal:er America Two
...
Two (D, 'I'rans)
recent issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS on .Talisman
British Broadcast Two (D, Trans)
-tune Two (D, 'leans)
the Liability of Electricity Companies on Easy
Wavelets' Two (D, Trans)
..
Change of Current.
No -battery A.C. Mains Two (D, Trans)
Brookman's
Two
(D,
Tram,
The points dealt with by " A Barrister - I rogramme Two (D, 1 ran ) ....
Crusader (D, 'I'rans)
at -Law," are perfectly true, clear and con- New
Radio -Record Two (SG, Di

being changed over, in this Borough, from
direct to alternating. The Municipality are,

UFA G

BLUEPRINTS

When ordering, please send Postal Order, NOT RANI'S

SIR,-I was interested in the article in a

this skilfully manufactured component. Made in three
capacities. Type F1. .0001 mfd. Type G2.
.001 mfd. Type J3. .0003 mfd. In best Bakelite
case, heavily nickel -plated parts, locking nut, best
Ruby mica and nickel silver plates. Obtainable

at all dealers, or direct from the menu-

FULL-SIZE

A. t

Compression Type J3 Condenser

r
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could describe as alternative. We hear one
item from one station, and the same item
from another station on another day. That
is not an alternative programme.
It would not be so bad if listeners could
still enjoy other stations from abroad, but

most of us modified our sets in order to
obtain best -quality reproduction from our
loCal stations-and good quality does not
go hand in hand with long-distance
searching --so we have been had properly !

How long would a business house re-

tain its reputation by the use of such
methods 7

E. G. B. (Harrow).

'

" Twin " Broolun an 's By-pass (Pd.)

"A.W." Paper Loud -speaker

.

James H.T and L.T. Charging Unit
Simplest H.T. Elintinatorlor D.0 Mains
Simplest HT. Eliminator for A.C. Mains
A.C. Mains Amplifier
...
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains
.
"W.M." Linen -diaphragm
..
Trimmer (Selectivity Unit) (6d.).
.
Brookman's "Wipe-outs"
Short-wave adaptor for Overseas -Five ..

PORTABLE SETS

Holiday Portable Three (D, RC, Trans)
Mmie Leader, (SG, D, RC, Trans). with
copy "AW'
Merry -maker Portable (O, z Trans) ..
Sunshine Three (SG.HF, SG.D, Trans)
Wavfarer Portable (Super Hett ..
Pedlar.Portable Two (D, Trans)
..
..
Pedlar Portable Three D, z Trans)

.
'

AW222
AW23 t
AW232
AW234
AW236
-WM149

.. WM159
WM172
WM18 t

.. WM t 86

...WM192
AWI:l3
AWzol
AW228
AW235

li-

W114137

1/6

WMx97

1/ 1/ -

WM t 95

1/ -

x/-

copies of the "Wireless Maganoe" tai or "Amateur Wireless " eon.
tatting descriptions of any of these sets can be obtained ale. ad. an .t 41.
reseeetivelr, poet free. Indei letters " &W." refer to "Amateur
Wireless ' sets and " W.M." to Wireless Magazine " sets.
58.61

AMATEUR WIRELESS

TER,F SANE
LOND.C.4
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" THE DYNATRON EFFECT "
(Continued from page _79o)

would obtain with ordinary resistance.
Beyond this point the current begins to
increase again, and subsequently shoots up
very rapidly when the anode voltage is of
the same order as the screen voltage.

The characteristic is shown for several
values of voltage on the inner grid. In
order to make this quite clear, the circuit
shown in taking the characteristic is given
by Fig. 3, from which it can be observed
that the inner grid was connected directly

ponents you use in your
set, the more
efficient it

will be !

to the filament through an appropriate
battery. The significant point is that
although the increase in the inner grid
voltage causes an increase in the average
value of the anode current, the steepness
of the slope of the negative -resistance
portion increases to quite a marked extent

as one proceeds to make the inner grid
slightly positive with respect to the filament. This means that the action of the
valve as a negative resistance device or

Only Brownie's huge production enables
them to offer this really splendid dial for
2/6. The special non -backlash design
makes hair - breadth tuning a matter of
delightful ease, while its handsome appearance (black or beautifully grained
mahogany loakelite) will add to the good

Dynatron becomes progressively better as
we put positive voltage on the grid.
Fig. 4 illustrates a similar characteristic
taken from a Mullard PM' 2 valve, from
which it will be seen that the same action

looks of that new set you are building.

BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) LIMITED,
LONDON, N.W.Q.
NELSON STREET WORKS,

BROW
WIREL,E SS

taking place, but that generally the

The Lotus Differential Conden-

negative -resistance action is not so well
defined. This is very probably deliberate
on the part of the designer.

tuning, simplifies selectivity
and reduces oscillation. It has
two sets of fixed and one set of
moving vanes, interleaved with

is

Actual Negative Current
When we come to Fig. 5, however, taken

on the Cossor valve, an interesting state
of affairs is shown. First of all we see that
the curves do not lie one above the other
as in the previous two examples, but that
they cross over each other at one point so

ser obviates the need for re-

bakelite discs of the highest
possible

dielectric qualities.

All brass parts are chemically
treated.
Prices from 6/6

that the mean value of the anode current
does not rise as rapidly as in the previous
cases if we increase the voltage on the inner

4(6

grid. What is perhaps more interesting is
the extraordinary steepness of some of the
curves. The anode current can be reduced
from several milliamps down to zero by

41^

relatively small variation of the anode
voltage. It will be noticed that with this
particular valve the current actually becomes negative at certain values of the

Caw.

'0005
'00035

anode voltage.
Perhaps the most interesting characteristic of all, however, is that shown by Fig. 6.

;000N

iF

,\

.O.

\
1

\

':.
Os

\

This characteristic, which was taken on a
Mazda valve, shows that this valve has a
considerable portion of its characteristic
over which the current is actually reversed.
The negative resistance characteristic is

FOR ALL
<ONDENSERS
GOLDEN SQUARE, PICCADILLY CIRCUS.
GERRARD 1863.
LONDON.

relatively steep, so that the valve has a
44

good Dynatron action, and in this particular instance it is possible to make the valve
behave as a negative resistance almost in

the true sense of the word. One can, for
example, choose a point such that the total
anode current is zero. This will correspond

to about 45 volts H.T. on the anode with
8o on the screen. Then, if we increase the
anode voltage, current will flow in the wrong

direction, i.e:, from negative to positive.

The Lotus Vernier Dial

is a

slow-motion dial with machine
geared movement, giving a ratio
of 7-1. A closely marked satin

aluminium dial reading o-i8o
fitted to rear, fits flat against
panel and a nickel -plated cursor
is, rotated by a small knob round
the dial.
Price 419

minis
COMPONENTS

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.

Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool.

I)
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ELE HONY

ROADCAS

Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of -wavelengths. For the purpose of better comparison,
the power indicated is aerial energy.
Station and Power
Kilo- Station and Power
KiloKilo- Station and Power
Call Sign
(Kw.) Metres cycles
(Kw.)
Metres cycles
Call Sign
Call Sign
Metres cycles
(Kw.)
294.6 r,o18 Limoges (PTT).., 0.5
NORTH AFRICA
GREAT BRITAIN
306
98o Bordeaux (PTT) 1.0
363.4 825.3 Algiers (PTT) -16.0
25.53 //,75/ Chelmsford
309
97o Radio Vitus
1.0
416
72o Radio Maroc
(5SW) 15.0
0.13
952 Marseilles (PTT) 0.5
(Rabat) 10.0
*200 1,50o Leeds
'
*315
0.5
1,250
240 Tunis Kasbah ... 0.5
* 24.2
1.0
329
9r4 Poste Parisien
1,238 Belfast
45.0
n r4 Grenoble (PTT) 0.5
* 261 1,148 London Nat
329
NORWAY
12.0
1.0
345.2 869 Strasbourg
*288.51,040 Newcastle
364
824 Bergen
1.0
(testing shortly)
0.13
288.5 1,040 Swansea
368
813 Frederiksstad
0.7
0.5
370.4 8.to Radio LL (Paris)
288.5 r,o4o Stoke-on-Trent 0.13
445
674
Rjukan
0.18
0.13
788 Radio Toulouse 8.0
*381
288.5 1,040 Sheffield
453
662 Aalesund
0.3
0.13
3.0
672 Paris (Etat) ...,
447
288.5 1,040 Plymouth
453
662' Tromso
0.1
0.13
486
5.0
644 Lyons (PTT)
288.5 r,o4o Liverpool
455
659.3Porsgrund
0.7
0.13
12.0
1,446
207 Eiffel Tower
288.5 1,040 Hull *493
6o8 Oslo
00.0
0.35
16.0
01,725
274 Radio Paris
288.5 1,040 Edinburgh
POLAND
0,13
288.5 1,040 Dundee
214 2,40o Warsaw (2)
2.0
GERMANY
288.5 1,040 Bournemouth
234 1,283' Lbdz
1.5
*218 1,373 Flensburg
0.5
0.13
288.5 r,o4o Bradford
* 313
959 Cracow
0.5
* 227 1,319 Cologne
4.0
1.0
301
995 Aberdeen
*335
896
Poznan
1.2
*227 1,319 Minister
3.0
1.0
*310
968 Cardiff
385
779 Wilno
0.5
*227 1,319 Aachen
0.35
30.0
*356
842 London Reg.
385
779
Lvov
2.0
0.35
*232.21,292 Kiel
1.0
*377
797 Manchester
*408
734 Katowice
10.0* 239 1,256 Nurnberg ......
2.0
1.0
*399
753 Glasgow
1,411
212.5 Warsaw
8.0
244 1,227 Cassel
0.25
25.0
*479
626 Midland Reg.
* 253 1,184 Gleiwitz
2.0
PORTUGAL
1,551
193 Daventry (Nat.) 25.0
* 259 1,157 Leipzig
2.5
320 937.6 Lisbon
0.0w
*270 1,112 Kaiserslautern
0.25
ROUMANIA
' AUSTRIA
* 275.81,087 Konigsberg
2.5
* 394
761 Bucarest
12.0
0.5
* 246 1,220 Linz
* 283 1,058 Magdeburg
0.5
0283 .7,058 Innsbruck
RUSSIA
0.5
* 283 2,058 Berlin (E)
0.5
*352
85r Graz
9.0
720
426.6 Moscow (PTT) ... 20.0
0.5
*283
2,058
Stettin
0.5
375
Kiev ...
*453
800
20.0
666 Klagenfurt
0.35
* 316.8 947 Bremen
20 0
824
* 517
581 Vienna
25.0
364 Sverdlovsk
0320
937.6Dresden
0.25
938
3zo
Moscow-Stchelkovo
1.5
*325
923 Breslau
(C.C.S.P.)
100.0
BELGIUM
1.5
* 360
833 Stuttgart
0.4
300 Leningrad
206 1,460 Antwerp
1,000
20.0
*372
8o6 Hamburg
1.5
283 Tiflis
0.25
1,060
10.0
235.51,273.5 Chatelinea u
* 390
1.5
770' Frankfurt
224 1.229 Binche
1,073
..... 0.3
279
Rostov
(Don)
10.0
0418
1.5
716 Berlin
214.7 1,226 Ghent
0.25
1,103
40.0
272
Moscow
Popoff
*453
662 Danzig
0.25
216 1,218 Schaerbeek
0.25
*1,304
230
Kharkov
25.0
15.0
635
Langenberg
*473
338
887 Forest
3.0
1,380
2/7.5 Bakou
10.0
*533
563 Munich
1.5
1,500
200 Moscow (Kom) 40.0
*509
1.0
590 Brussels
0.25
560
536 Augsburg ..
,

1,022 Kosice

*293
*342
*487

878 Brunn (Brno)
617 Prague (Praha)

DENMARK
2,067 Copenhagen

* 281

26o Kalundborg

1,153

529 Hanover
527 Freiburg

4,560

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
1,139 Morayska' Ostrava 10.0
*279 1,076 Biatislava
12.5

569
*1,635
1,649

*263

183.5Zeesen

0.35
0.35
26.0
10.0

182 Norddeich
HOLLAND
31.28 9,599 Eindhoven (PCJ) 30.0
0299 1,004 Hilversum (be-

2.0

2.4
5.0

tween 11.40 a.m.
and 5.40 p.m.
B.S.T.)
6.5

0.75
7.5

280 Hilversum
280 Scheveningen-

*1,071
*1,071

,

* 295

*221
*1,796

FINLAND
1,355 Helsinki

*1,875

10.0
40.0

267 Lahti

FRANCE

29.7 zo,r8o Radio Experimental (Paris)
175 1,714 St. Quentin
219.9 1,364 Beziers
219.9 1,364 Fecamp
2:9 1,255 Nimes
237 z,2o5 Bordeaux (Radio
Sud-Ouest)
249
250
265
268

z,205 Juan-les-Pins
1,171 Toulouse (PIT)
1,130 Lille (PTT)

1,121 Strasbourg
* 272 1,102 Rennes (PTT)
286 2,049 Radio Lyons
*287 1,046 Montpellier

(PTT)

IRISH FREE STATE

1,337 Cork (IFS)
1.0
725 Dublin (2RN)
1.0
ITALY
25.4 zr,8zo Rome (3R0)
9.0
291 1,030 Turin (Torino)
7.0
332
905 Naples (Napoli) 1.5
386
777 Genoa (Genova) 1.0
*441
68o Rome (Roma)
50.0
* 225
* 413

1.4 ,
0.1
0.3
0.7
0.25

1.0
0.5
1.5
0.7
0.7
0.5
0.5

453
*501

*525

0.3

*1,935

662 Bolzano (113Z)
599 Milan (Milano)

LATVIA
572 Riga
LITHUANIA
155 Kaunas

THE DIX-ONEMETER
It has Two Clear Scales with Mirror for Accurate Reading; only 6 Terminals, but 50 Ranges.
NOW
ONLY

"AMATEUR
WIRELESS"

50/er
A remarkably
low price for a
meter worth

£10

Fir Eviet er
Test Booklet Free.

.

Says:
"We have bad

considerable experience of these meters

in use and testify
to their utility and
reliability."

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, Upper Thames St., London, EC.4.

Tel: City 0191

II"A.W." Solves your Wireless Problems

*349
368
424
482

6.5

Haven 5.0
6.5
zoo Huizen
HUNGARY
210 1,430 Budapest (Csepel) 1.0
550
545 Budapest
20.0
ICELAND
*1,200
250 Reykjavik
16.0
(shortly testing)

ESTHONIA
x,0r5 Reval (Tallinn)... 1.5

0.3
7.0
7.0

SPAIN

1,193 Barcelona
(EA J15) 0.5
206.51,126 Barcelona
251

231
* 257

299
0322
*436
*542
*770
1,251
*1,348

*403
* 459

678.7
760
1,010

*1,220
1,961
306
432
674.7

(EA J13) 10.0

86o Barcelona

(EAJI) 8.0

8r5 Seville (EA J5)
707 Madrid (EAJ7)
649 San Sebastian
(EAJ8)
SWEDEN
x,3or Malmo

x,r6o Horby
1,003 Falun

Ostersund
239.8 Boden
222.5 Motala

SWITZERLAND
743 Berne
653 Zurich
442

Lausanne

395 Geneva
297 Basle
TURKEY
245.9 Istanbul

Ankara
YUGOSLAVIA
98o Zagreb (Agram)
694 Belgrade
522 Ljubljana
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given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
and under, and is. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover

postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of parsons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
lees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by

Fostal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to
"AMATEUR WIRELESS," ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT.,

58/6I FETTER LANE, LONDON, b.C.4

Make your accumulators unspillable with " JELLAXIT"
wnich solidifies the acid and reduces risk of sulphation.
Price 1/6 per bottle, sufficient for 2X40 amp. cells, post free
from W. Heasman, 16 Boyne. Road, Lewisham.
YATENTS.-'Trade Maras, Advice Handbook tree. -0.'1.

King, Regd. Patent Agent, 146a Queen Victoria Street,

London.

MULLARD MASTER 3 STAR

£2/2/0.

0.6
10.0
0.5
10.5

BARGAINS. BARGAINS. Send or call for list of our own
manufacturcd SETS, CABINETS, COMPONENTS, etc.
M/st be sold, All at prices BELOW COST. Veto Scott Co..
Ltd. (London) 77 City Road, E.C./ ; 52 High Holborn,
W.C.1.

(Liverool) 4 Manchester Road. (Manchester)

33, Whitelow Street, Chorlton-ciim-Ilardy.

--,--..TAYLEX WET H.T. BATTERIES

New Prices: Jars 11'3. Sacs 1/2. Zincs 1 Od. Sample doz.
18 Volts complete with bands and electrolyte .4/ 1 post 9d.
Sample unit 6d. Illus. booklet free. Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS, 30/- 3 VALVE ALL -STATION SET £5
A. TAYLOR. ST, Studley Road, Stockwell.
LONDON.

XTHE STANDARD

PLUG-IN COIL

D

Sold everywhere from 1. 1
DX COILS Ltd, London, El

0.6
0.6
30.0
1.0
0.63
0.6
0.25
0.25
5.0
7.0

C. F. Radio Controller

finds faults in your set
(Write for Illustrated Leaflet to

FONTEYN
& CO. LTD.
2 to 6, Blandford Mews, Baker St.,W1

0.7
2.5
2.5

All wavelengths marked with an

to the Plan de Prague.

Following upon recent shipwrecks on the

Isle of Man, and an implied necessity for
improved lighting and signalling apparatus,

the Board of Trade has sanctioned the

kits complete with cabinet

Ditto with valves £2/17/6. Ditto with II.T. and
L.T. batteries and speaker, £41510. Phoenix, 314 High
Road, Lee, S.E.13.

0.5

asterisk have been allotted according
7.0

DEPOSIT SYSTEM
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the
hcna fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.
Intending purchasers should forward to the Publisher;
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be

1.5
2.0

932 Goteborg
689 Stockholm (tests) 60.0
554 Sundsvall
1.0
389.

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.

REPAIRS

Any make of

L.P. Transformer, Loud -speaker

or headphones repaired and dispatched within

(:TOURS -TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repai r. 4/- Post Free.
Terms to Trade
48

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.
"Service" Dept.

214 High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.13

FAMOUS CRAFTSMANSHIP

For YOUR SET or RADIO GRAM.
Built like a piano, the fine tone and Style,
brings a thrill no words can convey.
(Over 3,000 delighted clients)
Radio Press -leading Experts)

establishment of a wireless beacon at the
lighthouse on the island.

DIRECT from makers, APPROVAL

7 days FREE. De Luxe, £5 to £15,

Comment in Scotland is adverse concerning the choice of the Trooping of the
Colour Ceremony as a suitable subject for
broadcasting. Up north a succession of
quick and slow marches was imperfectly

heard, with a faint background of "sergeant -major stuff," and the whole transmission conveyed nothing at all of the
pageantry of the occasion.

Cash or EASY PAYMENTS.

Photographs FREE:
PICKETTS, Radio Furniture Makers
(A.M.) Albion Road, Begleyheath, Heat.
(Famed for excellence, honoured in
BEST Homes.

OUR BLUEPRINT SERVICE
Constructors of receivers described in

this Journal should make full use of

our Blueprint Service and avoid all risk
of failure.

maim. Wirdesj

COUPON
Available until Saturday
JUNE 28, 1930

JUNE 21; 1930
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In the Watmel Binocular H.F. Choke,
every detail in design has been carefully investigated with a view to
obtaining the greatest possible efficiency in high -frequency work.

A SILK
LINED FRET

IMPORTANT ADDITIONS
TO THE FAMOUS WATES
UNIVERSAL CHASSIS RANGE

Te Choke is of the inverted " V "

The provision of this attractive fret and the addition of a

windings type, having an extremely

restricted field.
It is of very low minimum self capacity, with special low -loss formers
and terminals mounted on top.
Inductance always remains constant.

supporting leg to the Wates Universal chassis enables users
of this amazingly fine chassis to adapt it for use as a complete speaker without a cabinet or other form of container.

It is mounted on a moulded Bakelite
base, and overall measures only 2 in.

quisite tone and capacity for great volume provides a
superb instrument that equals any moving -coil speaker.

Cabinets are available, however, if required. THE NEW
20 in. CHASSIS is the finest of the range and its most ex-

long by 21, in. high.

BINOCULAR
H.F. CHOKE
Type DX3 6/ -

INIallasam
...116111116Mi,..

es

.. 4/ For all ordinary purposes.

are reproduced throughout at any strength of volume

1,40011....'

9,4

CHO. Type ow3

For specially efficient
H.F. wcrk.

Type DX2

Designed on a new principle, the 20 in. chassis, fitted to
any of the units listed below, is amazingly versatile.
Sonorous basses and the subtle delicacy of high notes
with perfect fidelity.

I

Clove of DX3 Choke

Send for our Folder No.

?IC .4.85 showing you how

to make up a fine loudprint for building a modern
speaker; also folder and Blue3 -valve set.

WATMEL WIRELESS. CO., LTD., Imperial Works, High Street, Edgware
Telephone: Edgware 0323.
51.x'.7

g BPSAttliN
Turntable

with Folding legs

is unique

A NEW ball -bearing turntable corn -

reducing capacity of set to earth, and
folded up for indoor use. Fitted with
rubbar buff ars-preventing damage
to the polished receiver or article on

which the receiver is placed. The
smooth running ball bearings make
"direction finding"" easy.

7/

New reduced

£3:10:0

Speaker com-

hiring several new features :
folding legs, which can ba opened
cut for outdoor use considerably

Price

14 in. Double
Cabinet

plete with

Cone

complete .

price:

Wales
Star
Unit.

............../
The Wates Double Co m Chassis can he fitted in a few moments to any of
the following units: WATES' STAR, BLUE SPOT, ORMOND, WATMEL,

EDISWAN, IIEGRA, G.E.C., LISSEN, TRIOTRON, BROWN VEE,

AMPL1ON, LOEWE, W. & B., SILVER CHIMES, GRAWOR, GRASS
MAN, TEFAG, SIX -SIXTY, KUKOO, GOODMANS, r.11.

PRICES :
Wates Universal

Double Cone Chassis, i
with Universal Bracket, instructions and all screws for mounting

complete

12 in. chassis

11'B

14 in. chassis - 1 2,6
J
ready for use
but not fitted with supporting leg
20 in. chassis
17.6
Wates Universal
Double
14 in. speaker
Cone Chassis, complete in
in polished oak
£3 10 o
handsome cabinet, and fitted
in polished mahogany 15 0
with Wates Star
unit
2U in. speaker
speaker, complete, ready for
in polished oak
£4 10 0
use
in polished mahogany £4 17 6
Silk -lined fret in polished
UniVersal bracket only 0 ith fixing
wood, for 12 in. chassis, 4/-,
screws and hull instructions for fixing
to all units listed above, 2/-.
fur 14 in. chassis, 5/-.
If your dealer does not stock, obtainable direct. Full details free on
request from:

the unit, together ii. ith supporting leg,

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO., Dept. A.W.,
Wsi.'e for illustrated leaflets oo
all
Benjamin
radio products.

Buy

E N7Aock,n1N

1:34:188, Shaftesbury Avenue, London; W.C.2
'room-Teo, Xar 5104

ATES

UNIVERSAL
PAT N9 3 0 9 2 14

and hut" the Best!
THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD.
BRANTWOOD WORKS, TOTTENHAM, N.17
To Ensure Speed:), Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

M.B

JUNE 21, 1930

PLAIN FACTS ON THE POWER

VALVE

the degree of signal energy produced by the amplifier
stages of a receiver has tremendously increased with the

development of modern radio design. As a'result it
is essent'al that an output valve capable of handling
big power is used in the last stage. A harsh distorted
speaker performance is the result of using an output
valve of insufficient power -handling qualities.
In the
range of Mullard Power and Super Power valves there
is a type for your own receiver.
Long experience
and advantages in the manufacturing process enable us
to produce a power valve That is unsurpassed in performance and service.

Ask your dealer for the following type numbers :

Power

2 volt P.M.2.
4 volt P.M.4.
6 volt P.M.6.

Super Power
P.M.252.
P.M.254.
P.M.256.

Above: The Millard P.M.

filament which since its dis-

covery over four years ago has
set a precedent in radio valve
design.

Advt. The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Mullard House, Charing Cross Road, London, W .C.2
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